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Back on the move

Second again

Henderson ties Brock
for all-time steals record

Racers finish second
at OVC tennis tournament
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50-CENTS

U.N. takes steps to take
control of camps for Kurds ,
By JOHN POMFRET
Associated Press Writer

ZAKHO. Iraq — The United
Nations on Tuesday will take its
first step toward assuming control
of the camps for Kurdish refugees
being built by Western forces in
northern Iraq. officials said.
In a statement today, the United
Nations said it would send a humanitarian convoy from Turkey into
Iraq on Tuesday morning "to
establish a regular presence in
northern- Iraq." And a U.N. humanitarian center will be established
just outside the tent camp built by
Western military forces, officials
said.
"This is to establish their presence and start the process of
assuming control," said Col. Don
Kirchoffner. a spokesman for U.S.
forces aiding the Kurdish refugees.
A second U.N. convoy bringing
personnel and equipment from
Baghdad to Zakho is scheduled to
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WORLD
RA siiiNGToN — Despite an
unusual personal appeal from
President Bush, America's top
allies are refusing to endorse an
administration plan for global
interest rate cuts as a way of
:,Ctli7%7. the United States out of
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Wilkinson said
Saturday that Kentucky has economic and social momentum,
and he is proposing a general
bond issue to keep it
_
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Sitting in
the OaK,,Ind Athletics' dugout,
having already tied.Lou Brock's
• record for career stolen bases,
Rickey Henderson's thoughts
dri:ted to his next victim.
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of new homes edged up
npercent in March, the second
\',:ncc in a row, the govern::'.ent said today. But the
im:rease was due solely to
7 .7chases in the West as sales
c.,! cls;!\\hc.

FORECAST
A 40 percent chance of showers
tonight. otherwise partly cloudy.
Lows in the mid-50s. Southwest
wind:10 to 15 mph. Partly sunny
Tuesday. Highs around 70.
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Dr. Ronald J. Kurth made a point during his remark, following his investiture Saturday afternoon
as
Murray State Unkersity's eighth ore,derit.

Staff, AP Reports
Colleges often place too much ernpna,:s on career
preparation, Murray State University's eighth president cautioned at his official inauguration.
"A graduate who. has learned to perform his first
job after college very well, but who has' learned
nothing else, has been shortchanged — or perhaps
has shortchanged himself," Dr. Ronald J. Kurth told
more than 1.000 faculty, staff. stuLnts.
and
area residents in Lovett Auditormn.
Kurth stressed the need for a broad education that
will develop, "an analytical mind, a strong!
'personal
system of values, a sensitivity to cultural differences.
a respect for a tradition, a willing%ss to accomModatei even pursue, change."
Students shpuld learn "the dynamics of making
choices."' Kurth said Saturday dirirrg the ceremony
in which new presidents traditionally present their
vision for the institution.... •
'Students must learn tO be responsible for their
own learning in college — for their ov.ri intellect,Lal
growth
for passive learners can never -expect to' he
truly edicated," Kurth said. "What kind of society
can we expect if the most we,can say of our gradates is they did everything kve made- them do?"
Kurth, a retired Navy rear admiral with a doctorate
in political science from Harvard. became president
of Murray in July after serving three years as the
president of the Naval War College in Newport, R.I.
"As a university we have missed in our contribution whenever we generate a graduate who could be
capable of wandering aimlessly through life, being
carried by the currents surrounding 'Elm or her,"
Kurth said. "If you do not know where you are
going, any road will do. At the end of one's career I_
cannot imagine anything more disappointing than the
realitation that one's life was spent on the road to
nowhere, a lifetime spent devoid of contribution."
The university also awarded an honorary doctorate
of letters Saturday to Rhode Island Sen. Claiborne
Pell, a friend of Kurth's during his tenure at the war
college. Pell. a Democrat, then gave a speech decrying cutbacks in student aid during the last decade.
"The costs of a college education have soared and
we are literally pricing . talented students out of a
higher education," Pell said.
In 1965. Pell was the sponsor of the bill that

iCont'd on page 2i

Violent crimes up 10 percent
in 1990; Bush wants action
Associated Press Writer

created the Basic Educational Opportunity Grants,
later renamed Pell Grants in his honor, that have provided money to students across the country, including morie than S30 million to those at Murray.
lie said that the Higher Education Act will be
revamped over the next 18 months and that "what we
do will have a profoUnd impact. not only upon. the
dreams and aspirations of millions of young and
adult Americans, but also upon the ability of our
nation to remain a leader in the world economy."
Other speakers during the inauguration included:
'Dr. James L. Booth, provost and vice president
for Academic and Student Affairs, who welcomed
guests and introduced the speakers;
*George E.,Overbey Jr., a Murray lawyer and head
of the Public jScrvices Commission who represented
GO, Wallace Wilkinson;
*Calloway County school superintendent Dr. Jack
D. Rose, representing the Council on Higher
Education; ,
'Murray Mayor William N. Cherry. representing
the community:
'Raymond. Conklia, president of N1SU's Faculty
Senate;
*Eddie Allen. president of the Student Government
Assotiation and Student Regent:
*and Jeff R. Green. president of the Alumni
Association.
Kerry B. Harvey, chairman of the Board :. of
Regents, and Booth presented the honorary doctorate
degree to Pell and draped the commemorative presidential medallion around Kurth's neck. formally
installing him as N1SU's eighth president.
Kurth also spoke proudly of Murray State's educational tradition, pointing out that "our most exalted
faculty teach in small classrooms ... a Murray State
student has more cOntact with the university's president than I had contact with the faculty member who
directed my dissertation at Harvard University.'
Kurth spoke of how well he and his wife. Charlene. have been welcomed into the Murray community, noting that "the only surprise is that our measure
of the students, the faculty and staff, the community
— the reasons behind our choice — have proven
true."
NISU's Symphonic Wind Ensemble and Concert
Choir and Choral Union provided music for the
event.

WASHINGTON — Violent crimes increased at a 10 percent pace
across the nation last year.
There were about 23,600 murders — nearly 65 a day — and 103,000
rapes reported in the year, preliminary figures for the FBI's annual uniform crime reports show. Seven cities. led by New York, recorded more
than one-fourth of all murders.
The Bush administration and Democrats. dach with their own crime bill
before Congress, said the findings released Sunday demonstrated a need
for legislative action.
"A citizen of this country is today more likely to be the victim of a
violent crime than of an automobile accident," said Attorney General
Dick Thornburgh. "Never before has the need for the president's tough
crime bill been so pressing and the consequences of its absence been so
dramatic."
The crime figures "show that America set new records for murder and
rape last year," said Sen.' foscph R. Biden Jr.. D-Del., chairman of the
Senate Judiciary Committee; who has proposed a Democratic alternative
to the Bush bill.
"We must take steps to reduce the violent crime that is destroying our
cities and towns," Biden said. "The president and Congress must pass
tough measures to fight crime, ban killer assault guns and combat the
epidemic of violence against women before the death toll grows even
higher."
Only-Detroit among the seven leading cities had fewer murders last
year than in 1989. The number was 582, down from 624.
Many criminologists don't consider the annual report a reliable indicator of crime trends because it covers only crimes reported to police agencies. A more acCurate barometer, these experts say. is the Justice Department's annual survey of crime victims, which shows the level of violent
crame has been fairly stable in the last decade.

Strong quake rocks Soviet Georgia
By ANDREW KATELL
Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW — An earthquake
that shook buildings "like a house
of cards" today rocked the southern Soviet republic of Georgia near
an area devastated by a temblor in
1988. No injuries were immediately reported, officials said.
Lilya Krasnopeyeva of the
Soviet Central Seismic Station said
today's quake measured 7.1 on the
Richter scale. An initial Soviet
report put the reading at 6.5,
although other experts — including
the U.S. National Earthquake Center in Golden, Colo. — said the

quake measured as high as 7.2.
Krasnopcyeva said no injuries
were reported immediately.
Unconfirmed reports reaching
Shakro Dekanoidze, a police officer in the Georgian city of Kutaisi.
near the quake's epicenter, spoked unspecified damage in Sachkhere, a mountain town of 12,000
people 45 miles to the east, as well
as in other outlying areas.
Two helicopters left Kutaisi to
survey damage in the outlying
areas, Dekanoidze said.
"It was terrible, really terrible,"
Marina lvanova, a pediatrician in
the Georgian capital, Tbilisi, said
by telephone.

Despite appeal, top allies rebuff Bush on global interest rate cuts
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Writer

Subscribers who have not
receised their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

arr...e at the northern city late
Tuesday or Wednesday. according
to the U.N. statement, which was
given to The Associated Press by
U.S. officials at the Incirlik air
base in Turkey.
The statement said the world
body was acting in accordance with
an agreement signed with Saddam
Hussein's government in Baghdad
on April 18.
Lt. Gen. John M. Shalikashvili,
the commander of the multinational
military forces participating in the
Kurdish aid effort. learned details
of the U.N. plan on Sunday. said
Kirchoffner.
The U.S. commander held an
unscheduled meeting with a special
U.N. envoy for 'humanitarian
action, Staffan De Mistura. whom
he encountered at the Zakho camp.
said Kirchoffner said by telephone
from the Incirlik base.
The allied forces are seeking to

By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL

Kurth inaugurated as NISU's 8th president

WASHINGTON — Despite an unusual personal appeal
from President Bush, America's top allies are refusing to'
endorse an administration plan for global interest rate cuts as
a way of getting the United States out of its recession.
However, private economists said they did not expect the
discord among the world's seven richest nations to have much
impact on global financial markets because the areas of disagreement were well known before Sunday's meeting.
The meeting of finance ministers and central hank presidents from the United States, Japan, Germany. Britain,
France. Canada and Italy was a prelude to broader discussions
today with delegates attending the spring meeting of the
155-nation International Monetary Fund and its sister lending
organization. the World Bank.

Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady and his counterparts
from the other Group of Seven countries sought to play down
any differences of opinion. They insisted that there was no
disagreement on the fundamental goal of pursuing policies to
promote lower interest rates and sustained economic growth.
But the final joint statement issued by the G-7 j)iiu.ving
more than six hours of meetings on Sunday fell far short of
the administration's hopes for a round of coordinated interest
rate CU1S.
It made only vague promises to take unspecified actions
"as needed" to boost world growth while promoting price
stability.
Economists said there was a good chance that German
interest rates, instead of being cut as the administration wants,
may well rise in coming months as the Germans try to keep
their currency from weakening further on foreign exchange
markets.

Michael Evans, head of a Washington economic consulting
firm, said he did not look for the discord among the world's
richest economies to rattle financial markets.
"The Markets weren't expecting anything out of this meeting, so they won't react in any big way," Evans said "But it
is clear that the Germans arc going to go their own way and
the chances are good that will include interest rate increases."
C. Fred Bergsten, head of the Institute of International Economics, a Washington-based research organization, said it was
disappointing that the finance officials had failed to agree on
concrete action to deal with the U.S. recession and prospects
for weak growth in many other countrics.
"This is an indication of a decline in America's clout internationally and the shortcomings of the economic coordination
process," Bergsten said.
The administration is pushing for cheaper credit as a way of
spurring growth in this country and abroad.
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Miller named Distinguished Professor

S.

Dr. Tim Miller, professor and
chairman of the department of
accounting at Murray State University, has been named the 28th recipient of the Distinguished Professor of the Year Award by the Murray State Alumni Association.
The award was presented at the
annual alumni and friends banquet
Saturday at the Curtis Center by
Dr. Robert H. McGaughey 111.
chairman of the department of journalism and radio-television and last
year's recipient.
A native of Elizabethtown. Miller joined the Murray State faculty
in 1967 as an instructor in the
department of accounting and
finance. Prior to becoming a faculty member he was a graduate assistant for a year. He earned a bachelor's degree from Murray State in
1966 ar.1 the master of business
administration degree in 1967. He
received his doctorate in accounting from the University cf Arkansas :n 1Q-3.
He Sc7‘.:. as chairman of the
d:purtn-::-.: of accounting and
1q77 to 1981 and
of the department
During his

tenure as chairman, the department
has received national accreditation.
In addition to serving as department chairman, he has served on
the University Faculty Senate.
chaired numerous committees and
served on the board of trustees for
the Murray State University
Foundation.
Since November 1990 he has
been the interim executive director
of the N1SU Foundation, a nonprofit corporation Aat administers
and invests gifts made to the university. "Although possessing
a
work schedule that includes teaching, administrative. research. service and consulting, he accepted
this role as he has when called
upon before by the university,"
McGaughey said. in making the
announcement Saturday.
A certified public accountant.
Miller is active in several professional organizations including the
American Accounting Association.
Western_Kent-ucky Chapter of
CPAs. Kentucky Society of CPAs
and 'the American Institute of
CPAs.
His record of scholarly. work

includes books, articles and presentations at the state, regional and
national level.
In 1982 Miller received the College of Business and Public
Affair's first outstanding teacher
recognition award.
He is also active in the community, serving as chairman of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
boa'rd of commissioners since
1988. He is also on the board of
directors of the Murray Electric
System and serves as treasurer of
the Murray Country Club.
He is married to the former Patsy Purdom, a 1967 graduate of
Murray State, and has two children.
Mark and Ann.
Miller's son, Mark, is a sophomore accounting major at Murray
State with a near-perfect 3.9 grade
point average. At Saturday's banquet he received the S500 scholarship traditionally awarded a student
from the department of the distinguished professor for that year. The
younger Miller is a member of Pi
Kappa Alpha social fraternity. Alpha Lambda Delta honorary society,
Gamma Beta Phi honorary society
and the Accounting Club.

U.N. takes steps to take control...

iCont'd from page 1
refugees in the zone once U.N
relocite hundreds of thousands of administrators
take over the camps
the Kurdish refugees who fled to from the U.S..
Dutch. British and
:he Turkish and Iranian borders as French troops
establishing them.
attu'arrt's military crushed a shortThe European Community also
.d Ku:-..t.sh rebellion.
announced today it had granted
On ;.Su
nday. U.S. officers S4.7 million to support
French and
announced the allied forces had Dutch proje
cts to help Kurdish
more than doubled the size of their
refugees in northern Iraq.
zone for the Kurdish refuStill, yet anoth
gecs and were scouting a site for a repatriation of er obstacle to. the
the Kurds arose.
second settlement.
Refugees and others said Kurdish
The European Community. rebels were stopp
ing refugees seekmeanwhile. has endorsed a British ing .to return
to their homes, and
p. to huYe U,N. 'forces protect some were deman
ding money.

Maximize your CD
investments in 1991.
1 Year

•
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6.35%

In southern Iraq on Sunday,
other refugees who also fled civil
turmoil after Iraq's defeat in the
Persian Gulf War were flown to a
refugee camp in Saudi Arabia from
a camp in southern Iraq run by
U.S. forces:
The airlift began Sunday and
continued today. It was expected to
take abut a week. The U.N.
observer force that is replacing
American troops in the demilitarized zone on the Iraq-Ku v.ait bordot is not equipped to protect or
provide for the estimated 11.000
refugees.
In the north. U.S. .Army officers
sa.d they opted to expans-1
. :hesecurity zone after ;ea.:L.7:i! :hat not
all the Kurds were vs
to come
to the first camp at Zajo. :n the
green Habur river valley.
In addition, the officers sa:d they
hoped that expanding th,e sde
the zone would encourage KuR:s
come down from the mountains.
where many of them live in appal'-

Calloway Circuit
Court releases
residents called
for jury duty
The following names were
drawn randomly and are summoned
for jury duty in the Calloway
County Circuit Court on Monday.
May 6, 1991 at 9:30 a.m. in the
Miller Courthouse Annex, Murray,

Saturday afternoon, Alumni Weekend began vv ith
the traditional banquet at which the current Distinguished Professor
is announced. Pictured above is Dr. Tim Miller, a professor in
the Department of
Accounting and Finance at Murray State Unive
rsity, Nho was named
the 1991 Distinguished Professor, as he is prese
nted
1990 Distinguished Professor, Dr. Robert McGa the award by the
ughey III.

ing conditions bUt fedi Ir.:„.
bution and wart euarantc,., :hut
they will he protected.
The Kurds. who mostly .o.ed 17.
northern Iraq. hate beer. figh:171.
for decades for an autononlos recion and seited the
0.
Baghdad's defeat :o r:se
only to be cr,..hed.
In all. about 2 rr.:iion Kurds rei.
the failed rebellion. about x00.00n
to the border v en 1 urkey.
rest to Irari.
the

1.H10 tents have been set up so tar.
took in its first 250 inhabitants
Saturday and will grow to house
about 21.000 people. official have
said.
At allied insistence. Iraqi forces
have largely left Zakho. about 10
miles south of the Turkish border.
th the estimated 50 Iraqi policemen remaining agreeing to registared N.th alled authorities.
U.N. officials in Tehran said Frid...‘ that nearly 2.000 Iraqi refugees
'Ace dy:ng each day in Iran or in
the long lines of people waiting to
enter the co...7:-.

/one
631. 1-•,...sre'

mile
•Iret..hihg
and 35 7 lc.s ex: of Zakno. A.. cc
troop.
ple:c
N\YA
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Janice Adams. Bobby Atkins,
Georgia Arnett, Hugh Barksdale,
Cynthia Bennett, Dclorise Boggess,
Ricky Boggess, John T. Brandon,
Barbara Brantley, Jodie Brooks,
Henry Buchanan, Norma Clark,
Beverly Coates. Lillyanne Cooper,
Sherry Gann. Shawn Gardner;
Thomas Gargus, Loretta Haley,
Jo Ann Harmon. George Hodge.
Carroll Murray, Gerelene Newsome, Frances Paschall, Nathan
Pritchett, Bonnie Raspberry, Ricky
Rudoloph, Jack Shell, Drane Shelley', Marilyn Tabers, Loyd Thompson, Lori Torsak, Thomas Watkins;
David Watson, luantia Watson,
Marilyn Welter, Janith Wilson,
Linda Wright, Nancy Wright, Lisa
Jean Avery, Charles W. Clevenger,
Brenda Kay Eldridge, Loretta Fair.
Debra Lynn Galloway, Dennis L.
Houltore Leslie Ray Humphreys,
Linda 11. Lamb, Clifton Arthur
Mason, Jo Nell Mohler. Lisa Marie
Morris. Lorene Price, Udell Smith.
Terry Stevens. Bonnie Winchester,
Mildred S. Robertson:
Stephen P. Jones. II. Lori 'Elizabeth Hubbs. Paula Marie Frey.
Allen Shane Morris, Deborah A.
Payne, Edgar Allan Risner, Bridget
R. Townsend, Martha Imogene
Oliver, Janice Faye Newton, Roger
Lee Macha, Jeffrey- Wayne- Burdge.
Mary G. Barnes;
Elizabeth Lauren Watson. Dorothy Louise Peebles,. Judith C.
Duncan, Mark Patton Willie, James
L. Thweatt, Michael Lloyd Stom.
Gene D. Vvlilferd, Lucille W. Kent
and Michael Eugene Robertson, Jr.
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Sikh rrwitants are sus
in the murder of a prominent poutcandidate in violence torn Punjab
,
- e said Sunday Malkait Singh Sidhu
a former Punjab minister and
candi
'or two seats for parliament,
was
•1 down Saturday night while driv-

ing to a friends house Fi.e years ago
he survived an assassination attempt in
Canada while serving as planning minis
ter for Punjab state On Saturday assas•
sins caught up with Sidhu and his body ,
guard as they drove through the town of
Moga in Fandkot district one of three
strategic border districts in the S,I01 s
9 year secessionist war. sa-d d strict
Selor Superintendent of Po,ice Swaran
Sigh

SRI LANKA
COLOMBO Tamil rebels

k l'ed 26 sc.1
d ,ers and wckunded 48 others in an
unsuccessful attempt to pry army
's
from a strateg,c base rr, 'a'y c' cc s
said Sunday The assat...1 Satu rday
focused on army positions at E,ep•- a•.!
Pass the southern gateway to the .a". a
Pen•nsul,a. much of wh;ch
by
rebes It coincided with an a,-,
sive to capture the islands of r a•a • ..
and Kayts off the western col-1

LEBANON
EIN ZHALTA — One

of Letanor S o- st
important civil war rr !,*, as began haover its weapons to the Syrian a'my on
Sunday. boosting efforts to ca'ry Cut an
Arab brokered peace plan Tie disa•rn
irig by the Druse militia came two days
a4sead of the deadline set by Pres.dent
Elias Hrawi s government to disband all
Lebanese and non-Lebanese rni;it,as that
fought in the 16-year war "The cause of
the military conflict in Lebanon has
ceased to exist.- said Druse warlord
Walid Jumbiatt whose Progressive
Socialist Party fielded 6.030 ¶ ghters

SOUTH ArRICA
JOHANNESBURG — Armed mots

rampaged through the Soweto black township following the funeral of a local official Sunday, killing 10 people and causing widespread damage, police
said The
deaths brought to at least 28 those
killed
in a violent weekend, police said,
ing 14 killed in the Johannesbu includ
rg town
ship of Alexandra In Soweto.
outside
Johnannesburg some of a crowd of
3 500 people that attended the funera
l of
Moses Khumalo. the slain mayor of
the
Diepkloof section of Soweto, launc
hed
isolated attacks in the area police
Col
Jac de Vries said Ten people were
killed
and four injured he said, and the
mobs
caused "quite extensive damageto
houses and cars Another body
,(was
found hacked to death in a different
part
of Soweto in an apparently unrela
ted
incident, de Vries said

ETHIOPIA
NAIROBI, Kersyi -

Rebels in Ethiopia
have pushed to within 65 miles of the
capital in a string of startling victories,
leading to speculation that longtime leader Mengistu Haile Mariam will soon fall
The advances by Tigrean rebels, known
as the Ethiopian People's Revolutionary
Democratic Front. are the latest succes
ses in a 3 year-old offensive Another
insurgency for the independence of Ent
tea the nation s northernmost province
has been going on for 30 years - Afri
ca s oldest war The Entreans have
joined the Tigreans in some battles and
otherwise have coordinated their
advances with the Tigrean offensive
Ethiopia one of the worlds poorest
countries, spends more than half its
annual budget on the war
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For Your Convenience Now Offers
Phone

The Murray Living Yemorial
Board of Directors wish to make this
offer&
simple and beautiful way for
one.to honor friends and love ones
Community. Thank you for your
inthe
support to the Murray Living Memorial Fund.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Barbara Brandon
Tommy Sanders
Mac Fitts
Jo Benson
Don Elias
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Clark to present 1991 MSU Distinguished Lecture PI '
Dr. Thomas D. Clark, Kentucky's historian laureate for life, will
present the 1991 Harry Lee Waterfield Distinguished Lecture in
Public Affairs at Murray State University on May 2.
Beginning at 8 p.m. in the auditorium of the Wrather West Kentucky Museum, the address by
Clark. University of Kentucky
Emeritus, is titled "Kentucky
Betweeen Centuries."
The lecture and a reception to
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Graves honored at reception after
successful 1991 Spring Pot Pourri
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Lodger E. Times Staff Writer

sa
The weekend of Spring Pot
Pourri 1991 was one of success and
good fellowship, despite the inchmate weather It was concluded
with a reception honoring the current administrator in the presence
of the state librarian.. Jim Nelson.
"Weather may havt dampened
the weekend a little, but we still
had a steady flow of people. What
is so remarkable about Spring Pot
Pourri is that all the work is done
by volunteers. when there is an
event done by sari a large number
of people volunteering their time, it
adds a great deal to the quality of
life in :he community. Itienriches
the texture of life,- said Ben
Graves. director of the Calloway
County' Public Library which sponsored Spring Pot Pourri 1991.
Sundi% afternoon. was the grand

ir,
L.
s,
ur
IC

h.

5.

I.
:1
:r

finale of the springtime celebration,
with a reception in the library
meeting room, surrounded by the
art displays of talented locals.
Graves, who has been w ith the Calloway County Public Library. since
Jan. 2. was celebrated at this
"Coming Out Party."
I am just tickled to death to be
here and I am thoroughly thrilled
with the reeeption I have gotten."
he said.
"The reception was a wonderful
opportunity to present the new
director. I was also very pleased
and honored that Jim Nelson. state
librarian drove down to be here."
Graves said.
The pcoplc of Callow
will get the very host library' service as ailable. Graves
Then at 5
library
patrons hosted a traditional English
"Darbv - picnic in the readin;
den of the facihty.

Two Henry Co.
residents killed
in one-car wreck

MIN

Dr. Thomas D. Clark

Harry Lee Waterfield
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The Commission for Health Economics Control in, Kentucky has
scheduled a public hearing on a
health care proposal for two Western Kentucky counties.
According to the proposal,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Home Health Care Services would
exparrd its home health services
area to include Marshall County'.
The project involves a 533.250
capital expenditure.
The hearing is scheduled to
begin at 9 a.m., May 7 in the conference room of the First City'
Complex, 102 Athletic Drive,
Frankfort.
The hearing will be conducted
by the COMMission, which will
announce its decision June 14.
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Home Health Care
public hearing set
for May 7,9 a.m.
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2-vehicle wreck
Saturday sends
one to hospital

• •;.• . ;.4;_tleirc
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c*Alritefsirol
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• *Two Henry County. Tenn., resiARMY NATIONAL GUARD
SAVE YOU MORE
dents were pronounced dead fol- PVT. DONALD
P. 11ART JR. has
,
lowing a one-car accident Sunday
graduated from the combat signaler
night, according to reports.
pm.
course at Fort Gordon. Augusta.
''''
MEDILJP.•
Colby' Richardson, 18. of
..
..St *able
Ga.
;
C.4:KiOn
e5DGctecoi
lti OS
'')i ZE
Puryear, and 16-year-old Tina WatSall•
The course provided instruction
La
1 00%
son, of Springville, Term.. suson field wire construction, trou---T— COTTON
tamed fatal injuries after the car
135 . 24, 110 - 24
bleshooting field wire lines, operaRiChardson was driving Vo cnt out of
OR DISC 15 EXP
COTTON
tion field type sw itchboard and frecontrol on a curve and struck a tree
BALLS
quency modulated (FM) radio comoff Manleyville ..Road about 1.5
munications and systems in combat
miles from U.S. 641 around 6:50 and combat service
support.
p.m., according to reports.
A 1976 graduate of Callmay
Also injured in the accident were
County High School, Hart is th.:
two other passengers. 15-year-old
son of Norma J. Hart of 700
Susan Bomar, of Rt. 2, Springville. Ninth St.. Murray
,—
•
-,- .
and 18-yeat-old Michael Raymer.
.
r e.,
,
,..1
, :_.,, E T T.
of 1009 Acceiss Street, Paris, Tenn..
,
WILLIAM D. THOMPSON
e
tiro
according to reports.
_
has been promoted to the r;:"'.'r,
Watson was being transported to
"
1
1
I
technical sergeant in the United
Jackson -Madison County,: Hospital
ALCOHOL
States Air Force.
via ambulance when it was
The sergeant is an ens ironmental
involved in another accident with a
chemistry branch supervisor. at
tractor-Inner. according to reports.
Brooks Air Force Base. An
The ambulance driver and two
Antonio.
CT
attendants were reportedly' injured.
I 4 Aip kiti f() 44004.1,01 - .,,,p,lit,FIO ,
A 1978 graduat cot Murray High
1,1(10wo, It is not known whether Watson
•*-------.--..
School. he ftS the son of Mr. and
.•-)31,•"' .•
ivais IMMI
‘.•as reiniured. reports said.
Mrs. WilliaM F. Thompson of 1520
Watson was pronounced dead at
Kirkwood Dr., Murray.
• • -, .
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a.m. Monday, reports said.
AIRMAN ROBERT D. BOWL- • •.--' :
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VITE
ING .11 has graduated from/ the
BEAUTY
fuels specialist course at Char.;:
Air Force Base, Rantoul, Ill.
He was taught procedures for
receiving and issuing petroleum
and cryogenic products. His training included technical publications. I loMP•RI To oil IP)()LAY • ( OMPkilk it)( ps-rRt 4. accounting forms, fuel servicing
A lkIlurray woman was injured in
r.
—
a two-vehicle accident Saturday, vehicles and ground safety.
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loway County Sheriff's
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Department.
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County High School. Warsaw. he is
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the son of Robert D. Bowling of
Condition Monday at the MurrayVerona and Ruth A. Drake of Rt. 6.
Calloway County' Hospit41. after
Murray.
the car she was driving was struck
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CT
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les E. Rodgers. 54. of Nortonville,
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.4.miles south of Murray on U.S. 641.
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c caplr,
l7npolice said.
Young reported pulled off the
— REGULAR
SCENT
side of the road near the Tom Tay'%ar71-gismo
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-ANTI.
the road into the path of Rodgers
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who was southbound on U.S. 641,
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police said. Rodgers' vehicle struck
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Jim Fain

He earned a B.A. at the Universi:y of Nlississippi. M.A. at :he
University of Kentucky and Ph.D.
a: Duke Unker:ty. He has been
a'A.arded a number of honorary'

.-r0
,64-4
;t1-ri"74?

degrees.
Recipients of 10 Waterfield Governmental Studies Scholarships of
SI,000 each for 1991-92 will be
announced by Harry Lee Waterfield II at the Waterfield Lecture.

,

Reliable Brand

of

lure series was established 14 years
ago to honor the late Henry Lee
Waterfield by bringing to campus
outstanding individuals from government and the academic community to discuss current isssues in
public affairs.
Waterfield. who died in 1988,
was an insurance executive who
served two terms as lieutenant governor of Kentucky. A native of
Calloway County and a 1932 graduate of Murray State, he had
served on th Board of Regents and
was chairman of the MSU Foundat:on Board of Trustees at the time
of his death.
He contributed significantly to
MSU and to the Commonwealth of
Kentucky in both hours of service
and many thousands of dollars in
gifts.
Clark, a nationa:ly known historian 'An,o has held many' national
profe,sional offices and published
ex:cr.si‘ely.. has also taught at
liars rd. Duke. Stanford. Chicago,
Wisconsin. North Carolina and

Sunday afternoon, the Calloway County Public Library began the
grand fina4e of Spring Pot Pourri 1991 with a reception among the art
displays submitted by local artists. Pictured abo‘e are from left) Ben
Graves, library adminstrator, Bobby Martin, treasurer of the library
board. Frank Doran, chairman of the library board and Jim
Nelson,
state librarian.

ge.
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ky

In

follow are open to the public at no
admission charge.
Clark, who taught history at the
University of Kentucky from 1931
to 1973, was named historian
laureate by the Kentucky General
Assembly. He is especially recognized for his understanding and
insight into Kentucky history and
government.
Sponsored by the Department of
Political Science, Criminal Justice
and Legal Studies at MSU, the lee-
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Letters to the editor

Settling the railroad strike

Landscaping at Center was
pleasant surprise for Weaks

The great railway swike of 1991
came and went like the Wabash
Cannonball. The walkout was over
19 hours after it began a week ago
last Wednesday morning. Only a
few shippers and Amtrak passengers were inconvenienced. NOW the
story has fallen out of the news
This is a pity, for the plight e•
both the railroads and the re.
unions is a story' worth your attention. The story is rooted in events
of more than a century ago. when
the riches of railroading attracted
some of the great tycoons of the
gilded age - Gould of the Erie.
Harriman of the Union Pacific..
Vanderbilt of the New York Central. Stanford of the South pacific
They were hard-driving men. They
paid bottom-run wages and they
climbed to pinnacles of enormous
ealth.
Inevitably, such harsh policies
"nvited formation of powerful
anions. In 1894 came the violent
Pullman strike. Continued strife led
to the Railyk ay Labor .;,:t of 1926
The turrno.: h'.ased .7. :941 when
the carriers grarY.ad pa:dr:1:y evessive incr93ses in wag..., present a
strike that would. has a ,r:pp.ed toe
war effort.
The war sears ms7aed a
point. when 7.0%
.; to
workers were en
TOES. It 17,:s '7%:,27
C‘Cr

Dear Editor
Whit a pleasant surprise to pass the George
Weaks Community Center
on Sunday morning and find that the yard had been
landscaped. And
heliese me. it is beautiful! The new redwood sign
is a compliment to
myself and to the building. We wish to thank all
of
minded people who donated their efforts, time, mone those communityy, trees, flowers and
energies to this v..orthwhile project. Murray-Callowa
y' Co. Board of Realtors & Affiliates, Hoffman's Nursery'. Rolli
ng Hills Nursery. Shirley's
Flonst. Murray Vocational School. Calloway
County Road Department.
and Ann Williams, for planning. To
o trees were donated by Jim and Joan
Vaughan in memory of their son, David Vaug
han. If any person were
orrireed. it is not intentional and we say. thank
you to all of you.
George H. Weaks. Judge-Executive
and the Commenity. Center hoard
101 So. 5:h Si. Murray

Agency says media should
respect rape victims' privacy
Dear Edita7.
The recee.: F
ase
7..ee alleged egein.S: a member of a promiAmer"...e.
at: to p.
tion the issue ofwhether
res sheeld be pablished or broadcast bs the news
tee staie ency. hich works most closely v.
ith Kentucky 's
• -- • s Centers. the Department for Mental Healt
h and Mental Retar• • .2,offers the follow ing perspective on
the publication of rape
„..
e • a ahan :he field of sexual assault have
long argued that rape
eastir.gaished from other crimes. The status
of sexual
s1olence has been adamantly supported in an effort
rerhoYe the \ ae..: of rape and to decrease socie
ty's tendency to focus
the behasior of the rape sac' than on :he perpe
trator
•ettaelly. the efforts of adsocates v.ill lead to the
redet-ia:
of rape as a crime of violence, no: as simea•
..x.perience of Sex,
however. to the current pereeet. of r.pe
s culhdre ': "'. of vietirn-blernarrat
:here
• .
sa:e ens iro-ree„
ha
.
heneti: or
• ser 7.,
Cr a m.r.'
k een
•

It d

Let's laud Sununu for going downhill

tong :or
t'rush as:de
qaest:or.s anout Jon:
Flyer" Sanena - s
Force co7a,
e
As it l'eres
'ate Whit
ehief of sten we-7
for h:s own pleasare
benefit.
Jest :boat eYera
\ :tehed on the cr..
mum hourly' cos: "
laxpa5ers. Sumer_
Fikk.rkl:

^

-

are entrloaed today.
Ra.lway unions
strugglir,g
desperately to cling to union jobs
and union work rule. The carriers
base lost passenger tras el. Hard
pressdd Ns freight-hauling competition from tracks. barges and pipei
1.nos. they now carry only 37 per.
ten:of the nation's, freight. They
too ere streeeline to hang on to
hat :he haYe.
A le"c. -.174: than three years
ago. 1+1 un.ons sersed r.otiee of
new corit7act demands. After
months tit tedioas bera:aining. the
aria:aortas:\ ea7tsed that stalemate
h:L1'.•
lit Mas
President
d• ;•po: n.„,:j L• i n
gcr., ",•
Lk) cOndact hearlees end : make reeornmenda1:1L:
report 011
'; 5. I: sal
re:ther side.
'The `,7,elie- •
staiedeled
:tie steike
In it' J..tee
eine7eeri,.:•

both sides. The unions asked a basefficient operation. Road and yard
ic wage increase of 8 percent. compounded retroactively' from 1988: crews operate under limitations that
impress a layman as unreal.
They asked for maintenance of cerUnder current rules, the carriers
tain pay.. differentials, for increased
compl
ain, it takes mechanics from
sick leave and vacation, and for
three
separate crafts to replace a
additional holiday pay. Other
fuel pump. A mechanic who could
demands dealt with lifetime job
do the job along must be assisted
security and for preservation of
by a pipe fitter and an electrician,
long-established rules goserning
This kind of featherbedding. in the
the work done by various union
railroads' view, has to end.
members. They insisted the rail
The presidential board came
carriers are well able to pay the
down in the middle. It refused to •
cost.
recommend an end to longThe railroads, for their part,
established work rules "all at
argued before the board that their
once." but it proposed to phase in
apparent profitability' is illusory.
major changes. For example. the
To meet the union demands would
basic day would increase from 108
pet the carriers S2.6 billion in the
miles to 130 miles by 1995. Meal
red by 1904. Most workers, said
allow
ances would he substantially
the earners. are overpaid now, a
increased, but to levels lower than
railway clerk is typically paid
the unions proposed.
S14.45 an hour. far more than the
A new three-member board will
S7.89 averaged by clerical workers
"assume the validity" of the Januin banks. Some pay scales are govary recommendations and arbitrate
erned by a "basic day- of trasel:
objections to them. The board's
the carriers asked an immediate
decisions will he final, not subject
tt tease in /the basics day
front 1(18
to judicial review. It's too had that
to 1N1
these complex issues could not he
Issues of health and welfare are
settled by ordinary collective barimportant, but at bottom, the 1)g.
gaining. but a full-blown strike
tii.spute is oser work rules. The
would hese damaged the whole
railroads insist that they are now
economy. My own impression, as•
carraing 22.300 surplus employees
an outsider, is that the recommena: an annual cost of S1.4 billion.
dations of the emergency. board are
The number includes 9,000 "secgenerally fair. Both sides apparentond brakemen" who are regarded
ly will benefit. but they won't hen.
as clearly redandant to safe and
efit much.

s:-

paid S200 to jet to a football game.
and that the Republican Party paid .
for his purely
trips. But
consersalisely estimated that
ail that flying around cost at leas:
S81.10.000. and prohahla. more if
By AIfiCse
you include the crews' paychecks.
gi)yko
And the govergrrent was reinebersed only S42.000 --- most 01
and ci ea: • ieoming down on from the GOP. Which still
lease
:7 :he dead of night. It's a geo- more than S7o0.000 whooshing s
out
,,..! jertele crat there.
of the jets.
persona: tr.: s. not
That's what I call nit-picking.
•
•a.d
Sanuna is a big cheese. a big heat,
n: Air
a top tamale. As the White House
On,:e bc: went to Nev1/4
••es !or says. it is essential that he he capthe able of being in contact with the
e0serr.ment S200.
commander in chief at any given
Another time he new from the moment. So that's why he
has to be
aisee Keys to West Palm Beach, or, an Air Force corporate
jet.
jUk,t
short hop SO he
If that doesn't make sense. what
S167.
does It's worth every penny to
two times. he flew
know that when Sununu was roar.0 bosier, to sisit a dentist. He paid ing along at 15.00
0 feet on his
5420 a top. That sounds steep to back from Vail
or Aspen,, the pro:me. hut I guess he flew both ways. dint could call him
and say:
You would think they'd give him a
"John. how did the official Sk:
discount. though.
Magazine mission go?"
Of course. his critics are saying
"Don't worry. Mr. President. the
all well and good that he Norwegians don't dare
invade."
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Resident speaks in favor
of Jones for state governor
.._7(.!
7teere

1

_

.
7.10st important democratic
.
r_tords of our front run. :7,-eret .n J ha• aii: wah a.: the way!:
of corntnehity service through -God's Pantry".
Bert..C. -The C:017,CS Bank". "Committee on Relig"s- three blanket er,ests and being involved with
o•er state. I know v.hereof I speak'
a ;7 Yen track record of commitment to human
erestigious NCC1 Brotherhood Award and many
ea: es en thoi.aht of a political career.
24.r. eommitied to our escalating popul
ation of the
es)or. When I sponsored a bedcover. "socks for
. L.
a clothing drive recently, she was sorting and sizin
g
‘.•)1.7-‘,t,:er,. She is a 'doer' and
one of the finest young women.
I hese eve7 krarae„ What a great first lady she
could be!
Brea...ton 'Ali. briha In:egrity. honesty. intellegen
ce and a caring heart to
• ot-alee I .ha..tinge every registered Democrat.
and the ever-growing
eowerlai .droap of senior citizens to 'get with it' and
make this the most
involved primary ever held in Kentucky.
Bet on arie veeeer. Brereton Jones!
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Ten years ago
Calloway County High School
Speech Team won first and Murray
High School Speech Team won
third in Kentucky High School
League Speech Tournament at the
University of Kentucky. Lexington.
Larry England. CCHS Speech
Coach, was named Kentucky 1981
Coach of the Year.
Murray State University graduates who have been accepted for
law school include Delores lionchul and Terry Clark at University
of Kentucky and Randy Hutchens
at Chase, all from Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Dorris Jackson will
be married for 50 years on May 2.
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The Murray Ledger & limes is published every aftern
oon ex ept Sundays. July 4, Christmas
Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray
Newspapers inc. 1001 Whitne11 Dr
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage
Paid at Murray, Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
carriers $5 00 per month, payable in advance
By mail an Calloway and to Renton, Hardin, Mayfield,
Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and Paris.
Buchartay and Puryear, Tn , 557 00 per year By
1111111 to other destinations 564 50 per year
To reach all departments of the newspaper, phone
753-1916
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of
the Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publis
hers Associauon
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
news originated by The Murray Ledger &
Times
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hieno _rears ago
Murray High School Seniors
named to the N;itional Honor Society were David Alexander, Anne
Battle, Christi Cooper. Mark Etherton. Nancy Hart. Annette Houston,
Richard W. Jones, Suzanne Jones.
Freya Larson, Gail Lyons. Nancy
Mathis. Wade Outland, Marilyn
Parks. Darryel Paschall, Bill Pinkston, John Rayburn, Pat Ryan, Marilyn Simons. Jayda Stuart, Ruth
Titsv."orth. Alan Weatherly, Johnny
Williams. Amy Wilson and Mary
Winter.
Births reported include a girl to
Capt. and Mrs. Charles A. McLane,
April 17

Thirty years ago
, Murray Airport Board has
approved all plans and specifications on proposed city-country airport. Bids will be opened on May
16.
Max B. Hurt, vice president of
Woodmen of the World. was
speaker at a meeting of Murray
Board of Realtors held at Murray
Woman's Club House. He was
introduced by Hirma Tucker.
The Board of Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association
will entertain a delegation from
Egypt on May 2 at Kenlake Hotel,
according to Holmes Ellis, general
manager of WDFTGA.
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Forty years ago
Dr. Coleman J. McDevitt of
Houston-McDevitt Clinic was
elected vice president of Kentucky
Obstetrical and Gynecological Society at a meeting held at Ashland.
"Neighbor Oury King caught a
nice string of crappie yesterday,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Vv'illiams.
Wanda Lou Pendergrass and
William Leon McGary were married April 5 by Henry Hargis,
Church of Christ minister.
Perry Hendon is a building a
new service station building at
North Fourth and Walnut Streets.
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•
Meeazine
I find it- ••
loyal ar,,;
Z:ne. staff is
ty of oer nation a
when this
invaded hs an ar-na,
F.nr,s
Norweg.ans. so
patrols shaald he always Itt
alert.
It's been reported that V.
was on those
Sununu did s(arne skiing. L-r...teentedly. that wes done to let the Ski
Magazine people kno-A that he was
personally prepared to lead an
attack aga:nst any piostile Norwegians. ',sr.:eh sure raises my morale.
According to the travel documents. Mr,. Sununu accompanied
her husband on both official Ski
Missions. But because she was not
making a speech to the Ski Magazine people. Mrs. Sununu paid

as of liars. "liars.
Governor Brereton
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Summer grasses: answer for hot temperatures
Summer grasses may be the
answer when hot temperatures
reduce productivity in cool season
grass pastures, according to an
agronomist with the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
"Summer grasses fill the gap in
the forage supply that normally
occurs in June through early' September when 1-1,:at stress reduces
the productivity and quality' of cool
season grasses." said Monroe Ras.
nuke, Extension soil; and crops
specialist at the UK Research and
Education Center in Princeton.
- Unfortunately. the lower productivity occurs when demand is
nigher for forage quantity and quality from cow -calf producers," he
said. "Since calves are growing.
there are more pounds of beef per
re to support. and it takes more
pasture to feed the growing
,alves."
Rasnake said research showed
that ra!ive perennial summer grasss ...,;h.,!rass and big hluestem).
inc nativ e grasses needed a rest
Period between harvests." he
- meaning a rotational
-s'tern had to he part of
nt,iniige:-:,:nt. And they
more sun.;ect to competition
from m:
grasses and
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Springtime

and warmer weather means home-grown tomatoes.
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There's nothing like
home-grown tomatoes
There's nothing like a ripe, juicy tomato to liven up a tossed sa,ad,
especially it it's a tasty tomatos you've grown in your own backyard
.
Varieties abound. Tomatoes can be red, orange, yellow and even green
and all are immensely delicious. Tomatoes can be grown just about any here: on the ground, in containers or in hanging baskets and on vh7cs
that climb fencesi or sped-ally-made cages.
Environmentally concerned tomato gardeners can take advantu.:e
Mother Nature's many resources. Rich, moist soil, combined with a'deL;..ate sunshine and the regular nourishment of an all-natural fertili/er. prom.
.o:es chemical -free fruit growth and results in full-bodied, delic.:,
tomatoes.
When to start tomatoes
Tomatoetare warm weather plants and thrive best when set out in t
garden once the evening temperatures hits 55 degrees. Garden
retailer.s generally stock the most popular seeding varieties and do
the appropriate panting time. When starting from seed, a two-to-sis-vvn
prOC.C.
is re;uired before the garden is
ready for planting.
Thr first step when starting from seed is to purchase individual
pots filled with a sterile
ritim planting medium or cornpresse, : ...•
pellets that expand when—wa-ffred. Then. push one or two seeds a;‘:
half an inch into ;he potting mixture. Expect small green Nc..0.
after seven to 10 days after the peat pot has been put in either a dry
large baking dish and protected with a layer of light plastic
cover:.
Though the planting mixture should be kept moist, make certain not
t
a:er.

S..

are not for
Rasnake.
,nsider several

.

factors before deciding whether to yield of torage in the summer.
If
Perennial summer grasses are
add summer grasses to your pas- you see In Jane that you're short of
More difficult and take longer to
tures," he said. "Land suitability' is forages. you can plant annuals and
establish. Rasnake said. "There is
one of the first things to consider." be graz,ng by late July. They are
very little production the first
"If the soil type and other pas- good for short-term rotations, or in
year." he explained. "You should
ture cOnditions are better suited to areas that can brow a crop only
not plant perennials in an area
alfalfa, you're better off producing during the
where you don't want that crop
alfalfa. It will produce higher qualL.:7e N some concern with
almost indefinitely."
ity' forage. but the quantity pronilrate poisoning, he
duced in July and August may not sad. IL; if annual summer grasses
Rasnake said farmers should
be as great as with summer grasses. are managed properly. these should
wait to plant until the soil warms
Summer grazing of alfalfa can It: nit he a T,.ri);ileni
up, generally in May in Kentucky'.
in well with a hay production
program."
Another consideration is the
need for forage cluing July' and
August, Rasnake added. "If you
have a shortage, you have to fill it
Ca:tie 2')6 compared to last week. Slaughter steers and heifers
untested.
with something." he said. "Peren- ('o.ks steaiy. Bal.s
steady-1.1)0 higher. Calves and vcalers untested. Feednial summer grasses are one
er ste,:rs !.00-3.(41 lower. Heifers 1.00-2.00 lower.
choice; other are alfalfa and annual
Sia.n:,2r Cows: breaking utility and commercial 2-4. 48.25-53.75,
cutsummer grasses. Hay is another
ler and bori.n: ut.lity 1-3. 48.50-54.00. cuuer 1-2 47.23.
choice: but it's expensive and most
yield grade 1. 1.055 lb: inii;cating 80 carcass boning
farmers want to save it for v.inter
percent 7000 Yield grade 1-2 1.215-1640 ib. indicating 77-79
percent
feeding."
54.50-65.-5. yield grade 2 940 lb. indicating 74 percent
56.00.
Once the decision is made to trc
Feeders. steers: medium and large No. 1 165 lb. 152.50, 200-300 lb.
summer grasses. the next step
125 01i-121.i0. 100-400 lb. 111.00-12000. 400-500
lb. 100.00-108.00.
choose between an annual or
5.0o_olo
90,00-103_50, 600-745
In. 4i -90.00, medium No. 2
perennial grass.
sfic.o0-l; 1.i .4). 500-600 lb. 61.00 Large No. 2 240 lb. 111.00,
"The main considerations." Ra:655
"72-010 lb. 50.00-62.00. small No. 1 400-500 !b. 101.10.
nake said, "are how quickly you
61.ri_Too
s4.00-s,6,00, 700 lb. 87P0.
need forage production anC
nT,:d:..m and large No. 1 185 15. 125.00, 200-300 lb.
w.hether you want short- or longlb. 97.00-111.00, 400-500 15. 90.00-104.00,
term production.
oo.fti0.00. most 94.00-96.00, 600-700 lb. 84.00-87.00.
"Annual grasses provide
lb. 83.00-93.00. 500-600 lb. R4.00-86.00. Large
forage production. You can start
“fl1k 4.Lo. small No. 1. 400-500 lb.
76.00-86.00.
them any time from mid-April
through early July and have a good
Ni.725!)t)-t 1
i. s•-•,-1,..:1

PADUCAH LIVESTOCK MARKET

Cattleman's alert issued
after diseases increase
A threefold increase in diseases
:nat cadi-.e diarrhea among baby
:alves in western Kentucky' and
northwestern Tennessee in the past
three weeks has prompted the
Breathitt Veterinary Center ("WC)
to issue a cattleman's alert.
Dr. Wade . Kadel. director of
Murray State University's BVC in
iioni'kirisv Hie. said producers
. .ne on guard for early evidence oi call diarrhea and seek vet:rinary assistance immediately to
::.et a spc:iiic diagnosis to try to
avoid a loss.
He explained that the proble-m
:an he attributed generally to any'
,if three different diseases — coccidiosis, cryptosporidiosis and rotaviral ;enteritis While the diseases
nave sornev.hat similar clinical
signs. Ka;lel emphasized that each'
nas a different cause and requires a
different therapy.
Both coccidipsis and cryptosporidiosis are related to unsanitary.
conditions, he said, and weather
during the winter has contributed to
increased occurence of both
diseases.
Kadel gave the following information about each disease:
Coccidiosoi. Manifested by .persistent diarrhea that does not
respond to, antibiotic therapy' and
becomes tfloody in the advanced
stages. Diagnosis is accomplished
by microscopic examination of fec-

•

Once seedlings appear. move the trays to a sunny, but relatively coo.
location and continue to keep the planting mixture moist.
Making the tomato bed
.the smart gardener can do his or. her work while Mother Natu7c
hers. In otheif words. gardeners shoud be prepping
the garden bed
seedlings are sprouting indoors. Choose a section of the garden AL-.
receives plenty of sun. Mix garden soil thoroughly Vbith sphagnu
m peat
moss and compost, t;hich adds organic matter to sand soils and lighte-,
heavy clay soils. Then, spread two to three pounds of 5-5-5 fertiliter
every 100 square feet of soil and work it into the top three to four
of the garden's soil.
Set the plants into the ground glenty. Though seedlings tend to o.Irr.e
with a few roots, additional' roots can be developed by cu'"^g
(‘'
lower branches and planting them deeper in the soil. Allow one and
to two feet between staked plants and between two and !three Ice,those that are unstaked. Vulnerable seedlings arc best protected from h..
by s::,
,T;ng -collars- around the plant's base. A styrofoam cup/v.!:•
bottom pushed out ;Xorks well. Secure it over the plant and into the
!east one incl-tt Then water well. To promote moisture retention and cre:c
'..tive look v.hile discouraging v.eed growth, a bark rr.

Livestock, hog futures could
help with risk management
What do livestock futures mean
the years. Kentucky prices average
for cattle and hog producers?
about S5 per hundredweight lower
Prices have been high in futures
That's because of shipping costs as
for both cattle and hogs recently. most Kentucky' cattle are shipped
May Feeder Cattle Contracts traded
to out-of-state feedlots for further
at S88 per hundred weight this feeding before slaughter. Meyer
week compared with the S85-87 said.
range last fall. The Live Hog Con"That means an October futures
tract price was over S56 for June
price of 586 suggests a Kentucky
and July.
prices for yearling steers in the
Farmers should keep up with
lower S80s." Meyer said.
I.:tures prices even if they're not
Spring cash prices for Kentucky
trading the commodities, said Lee hogs tend to bc SI or S2 below the
Meyer, extension economist with futures prices, while summer prices
the University of Kentucky College may be neak or even over the
of Agriculture.
quoted prices. That's because of
"They can be used to risk man- differences in local supply comagement and to forecast prices," he pared with national supplies, he
said. "Futures prices are consensus said. Kentucky tends to have an
prices based on traders' buying and oversupply in the spring and underselling decisions. They are a diffe- supply' in early summer.
rent type of forecast from 'fundaA real emphasis of futures for
mental factors' forecasts such as farmers should be risk managethat released by' they UK agriculment, he said.
tural economists."
"A farmer who buys calves or
Futures markets are 'pretty good
pigs because of high futures prices
predictors, Meyer said, /but like sets himself up for potential probother predictors they can be mis- lems, because the market
could
leading sometimes.
change dramatically by the time the
For example, the price of a Feed- animals are delivered," Meyer
said.
er Cattle Contract is based on a "The way to minimize those
probnational, weighted price from 600 lems is by hedging
or using
to 800 pound yearling steers. Over options."

1.,

al samples. A specific treatment is
highly' effective for individual
calves, and veterinarians usually.
recommend medicating water to
treat calves that are exposed hut
not showing symptoms of the
disease.
— Cryptosporidiosis. Caused by an
organism similar to the coccidia
organism, the disease has no treatment. Persistent diarrhea is the predominant clinical sign. with feces
of calves in the terminal stages
usually white. Calves with the disease continue to nurse even until
the day they die.
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Rotaviral enteritis. A viral' disease manifested by severe diarrhea.
the disease can become remarkably
severe when complicated by secondary bacterial enteritis. The viral
disease has no specific treatment,
but antibiotic therapy will be effective against the secondary' bacteria.
A vaccine administered to day-0W
calves has proven to be highly
effective in preventing the disease.
Kadel said submission of/specimens to a veterinary diagnostic
laboratory' such as the BVC, the
University of Kentucky' veterinary.
diagnostic laboratory in Lexington
or the C.E. Kord diagnostic laboratory in Nasbville. Tenn.. will be
of great benefit to producers in
obtaining a specific diagnosis for
the cause of calf diarrhea.

Accessories: Bug Shields, Luggage Racks, Sun Roots
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615 S. 3rd eds.Body wmio Eddie Rhodes, Owner

Ask about
NO-MONEY-DOWN Financing.
Low Monthly Payments.'

.7534.5511

'Ends May 31st.'

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
TROY-BILT® Tractors(
12 HP gear)

w•Ous.D v0v
COS( SACK
TO*VROPOW*

NEW GRS'" Mulching System recycles grass clippings (and leaves) into
1005- organic fertilizer ends bagging forever'

TROY-BELT® Mulching Mowers

Make clippings disappear! Never rake or bag again. 4 or 5HP selfpropelled models, electric start available.

S100 OFF!

51fP Eketrie Only!
(SAVE S50 OFF economical4HP Pooh Nada)

TROY-BLLT8 Chipper/Shredders

Rid your property of ugly brush piles! 4 models to choose, up to 8HP
with electric start'

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost
and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

Seven Seas

SUPER COLOSSAL

Farm Raised Catfish Sandwich With Slaw

$3.99
Check the new everyday low menu prices at
Murray's only Mobile Travel Guide Rated (2
Star) Restaurant

SAVE up to $300

TROY-BELT® Tillers
Amenca's best-selling rear-tine roto tiller, operates with JUST ONE
HANDS!6 models up to 8HP

SAVE up to $240

TROIARILTTN
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
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Shelton and Kelly wedding on June 8

CALENDAR

JO'S DATEBOOK

Monday, April 29
First United !Methodist Church
events include Exercise Class/I0
a.m.,. Apple Pie Brigade/1:30 p.m..
and Council on Ministriesn p.m.

:

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Shelton of
Mayfield announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter. Mitzi, to Brian Kelly, son
of Dr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Kelly of
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m. Moore. Okla.
f
The ibride-elect is the grand
daughter of Mrs. Reva Shelton and
Prepared Childbirth Class/7 the late Jarnes Shelton and of the
'm./education unit of Murray- late Cloyce and Willie Hopkins. all
of Murray.
a County Hospital.
Miss Shelton. a graduate of
Mayfield High School, received her
Bingo \Vator Valley Volunteer Fire
Department .6:30 p.m. at Water bachelor of arts degree in psychology at the University of Oklahoma
Cormvunity Center.
where she is presently working on
%%eight Control Group:6 her master's degree.
Mr. Kelly received his bachelor
Gndae Road Church of
of arts degree in anthropology and
will receive his masters in bioarcha
eology from the University of
Boy Scout' Troop 77/6:30
Oklahoma.
FIrs: C71:1 Church.
He is presently employed as an
assist
ant football coach. at Sam
Murray Neighborhood Girl Scout
Houston State University. HuntsCore
Scout
ville. Texas.
Cabin.
The couple ii exchange wedAdult Great Books Discussion ding vows on Saturday. June 8. at
I:36 p.m. at First United Methodist
Ciiroup
p.m./Calloway Public
Church. Moore. Okla.
-,r,Irv

I•b•
111

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
May Fellowship Day for Murray and Calloway
on Friday. May 3. at 11 a.m. at Good Shepherd County will be observed
United Methodist Church.
Highway 121 South at Cherry Corner. A potlu
ck lunch will be served.
This is an annual event that unite Protestant.
Roman Catholic, Orthodox
and other Christian women in a common worsh
ip
Sr. Mary Ann Yanz, president of Church Wome experience, according to
Calloway County. "This year's ecumenical n United of Murray and
servi
Toward Jubilee', will recall the continuous legac ce, entitled 'Journey
y of faithfulness to the
Cospel and reclaim the heritage and commitment
of CWU," Yartz added.
All women of the area are invited to the speci
al program on Friday.

Tuesd'Sy. April 30
Haiel Communit? Center

Lions Club sale starts tonight

v"

Dexter Senior Citizens '4'30
eaks Center or 9
c:;:zens

Murray Lions Club annual Light Bulb and
Broom Sale will be held today
and Tuesday, according to George Karna
vas,
brooms. two sizes of mops and a wide variet club president. Three types of
y of light bulbs will be available
for sale Pre-packaged light bulbs will be $4.50
per box of six, brooms are
$6 50 each for a k:tchen broom. $8 for a wareh
broom, and $11 for a
push broom. Lions will be going door to door ouse
even ng in an effort to contact each household. this evening and Tuesday
Orders may also be placed
trypugn order sheets left at homes. Resid
ents
not
contacted may call David
WI at 753-9562 for home delivery. Fund
s from these sales are uked to help
loca charities includ.ng eye care, assistance
to diabetics, scholarships for
local high school students and other
local causes.
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Our Salads are made fresh daily
u ith
lettuce and garden cut tegetable
,v Shrimp Salad

$4.99

Tuna Salad

•-

Seafood Salad
Creamy col:coma:4r
a red peewee

of

$5.49

iir.tc; mot meat. may:,

WI

a

'4.99

te.be esafaod facer be

Diet Salad

?meal Wu- tcp ard crab ha
are
paretic

oca...rre

:re treguar.ng

A orr.

- Cajun Cuisine

•••• •

We fry utth pure peanut
u,/

Gumbo

Cup $2.25

Shrimp Creole

(12

Bowl '3.75

Cup '2.25

Red Beans & Rice....Cup $2.25
Fried Cajun Platter

Bowl '3.75
atteCIPe lt•urant_e___'

Sunday - Saturday 11
a.m.-9 p.m.

Months)

Ky Farm Bureau

Bowl '3.75

'5.75

A C:t`ee

oe at Martn s
st Church on
30 at 930 a m Th s weeo< y event is to' a intere
ste;) persons A- b meet tmr B ce st,dy and refresnmen
ts.

Story Hours 'planned
Story -o,..rs w. be Tuesday,

April 30, at
I. at 10 30. a - and 3 30 p.m. at Calloway 10:30 a.m. and Wednesday, May
y Public Library. according
to Sandy L nn Vc,th Services Director at Count
the library. Story Hours are for
c^
3 to 8 Parents and Twos will be at 9:30
a.m. on Tuesday and
•Th' ,rformat on
call 753-2288.'

(A+ Superior Rated

Olympic Plaza •753-6149

7534703
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'..000rk activities traning center for the handicapped,
Center at
'.',•-ay, is in need of aluminum cans to be
usedf as one of
o' the orients Persons with, alumi
num cans may leave them at
Monday through Friday. For more informatio
n call 759-1965
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Patients are dismissed
Local cers.ns recent'y dismssed from
rn Baptist Hospital, Paducah, inclJtde Eva kexander and Tenn,s Weste
Coison, both of Murray.

Murray TOPS Chapter
- • 1:4 of Murray. local cnacter of TOPS (take off
pounds
meet Tuesday, April 30, at 7 p m. at South
side

G:endale Road, Murray. TOPS is an internat.ona
l,
organization w In over 320,000 members world
1 on a comb Ca'
of group dynamics, compel'-

-

If you're on a diet
or just like to eat
nutriously check
out our Seafood
Salads.

for ooct
g

Coffee Break Tuesday

striut ' TO
hov.um.

Eat Seafood'

ro

A-C

.

Most tern•aap•rs do hot kola% the
fa. t•
about drug.. MD.., and
pra-%,•nt

46,

T'e S
0'73- cat-oral Society w.;1 meet Tuesd
ay.
- 30. at 7 p.m.
at 5 -a
Chamber of Commerce building. "GettApfil
ng To
w Ce tne
:4 4-e :t soussion to be led by Pamela Dawe Know You
s
is a
• 7 -----•
- n g•oJp for all single adJlts whetherThis
always
S
o
dowed. For more informaton cal Panne
a,
053-0224. Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret, 1-247
-2249.

W.A.T.C.II. needs cans

i

1)E-11R REVENGE: Re% enge is
not sweet when innocent people
are hurt in the process. You say
you are in therapy. Good! Have
you given any thought to marriage counseling for you and
your straying spouse? In spite of
his occasional lapses of fidelity.
since your marriage is still intact. methinks it could use a routine tuneup.

Pier is

Singlc.'s' meeting 'Tuesday

•
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1008 Chestnut • 753-3314
Open 111:am to 10:pm
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Christi Clark
bride-elect of
Greg Thompson

day, May
annual election of officers for its upcoming 2. the Civiyear which
on

•
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Thursday the Murray Civitans will also present
an
awa•-.; •_ •
Excellence at the annual Murray State
University ROTC
P.c.-„-Jim at 4 p m. in Curris Center, MSU.

olhoor and t..c- ,k,
th.- Ho 1.

NO NI(

Hamlet (P(,,

Rent your movies•at the movies!

are m
the

DEAR NO MONEY MACHINE:
Nowhere is it writtea that parents must foot the bill for prom
night. The /seniors know a year
in advancE that there will be a
senior prom. Some kids line up
after-school and weekend jobs
to earn their own prom money.
Your son may be a good kid who
deserves to go to the prom. but
when money is tight, some kids
earn the money themselves.

A Kiss Before
Dying (R ,

Out For Justice

tans vo,
be, -7 7

Oaks Ladies' event Wednesday
R
:
h..r
-Lac'
1.iier flan. vi,a- 4 K h...i
2 hiI at Oaks Country Club will begin Wednesda
y, May 1, at
a
1'7
11,01
,••• t'i•g r.• A ;,3,-;' es we encouraged to participate on ladies day as there 9:30
is a
for
any
DC:4er
nitir
or
more
informaton call Joanne Honefanger or Murrel_
.e
er
.• •..
t •- .. • h
NI. Mi.-nand t- .• .
Bingo games Tuesday
..1' i• I iti
'•
B
ga-es, soonsored by Knigh of Columbus, will
be Tuesday. April
29. at-7 c at the rev. K C budding ts
on Squire Hale Road. between Johnny
Ror...ets.on Road and Oaks Road. The
doors will open at 6 pm.
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Murray Civtan CV. . have special events this
week. On Tuesday. April
Restaurant
local Givitans will assist in the
cn 3rter.ng of th.? '.' • .3? State University, the
Campus Civitan Club. This will be
1-e seconc:
Club in 'Kentucky. On Thurs
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AR ABBY
by Abigail Van Bure

Ky. (AP) H. ....on and brother
•. are sa,ng two men over a
.:,..hgton hotel, the sinsay.
rk publicity firm of
Frran Inc. said
NS unpecid Frid.* in
tedara,
Ms.
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Ciuitans plan special :events

Mitzi Shelton,
fiancee of Brian Kent/

.7

-7

Tee 1
Jones, A
Haversto
Tee 3
land, Tor
Tee 4
Sue Bra
Tee 5
Betty Hit
Tee 6
Laverne
Tee 8
Webb. Fl
Sue Rya
Tee 9

4

Free
Toastmasters
0emonstration/7:15, p.m./Curris
Crit,:r. third floor. Nlurray. State
ivarsitv. Info,'753-7638.
Special meeting for Kentucky's
Plan for Early Adolescents 7

Ladle
Country
May 1,
start wi
Anyoi
listed b
paired a
hostess
753-56
753-988
A gol
will fol
The I

11 research. For more information call Lois W.ico
x

Beauty Pageant May 4
,0 ',raves County Jaycees will sponsor the 1991
E.ea..ty Pageant on Saturday, May 4, at 7 p m. Purchase
at Mayfield
' Mayfield. This will be for ages 4 to 8 or
to 25. For more
co-tact Kymi Rickman. 1•376-2061 cr 17
Tommy Harrison,

Easttvood plans registration
Christ,an Academy will have registration for
the fall 1991-92
te':•• • 'oday Nondayi and continuing
through Friday. May 3, from 8
a4 - each day. This fall. Eastwood will have
a
"2. !: 11.30 a m and an afternoon session from 5-year-old session
noon to 3 p.m. The
fo.,-year-od sess on'is a readiness program for
the
for k nde'gaften Persons may come by the schoo student to get prepared
east of Murray on Highway 94, or call Libby Conlel office, located one moo
y. assistant principal. at
753-7744 for'

lo alt. Ir

endeab
CAN(

element o
You hark
dispatch.
impressel
Unexpect
dent in

more information

Garden; Department plans tour
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday. May 2,
at 1 p.m at the club house. Later the group will
wh,ch w.II include the gardens of Ron McNut take its annual garden tour
t on Doran Road and Nancy
Adams on County Cork Drive. Hostesses will
be Lilly Williams, Hontas
Houston, Margaret Owens, Martha Cherr
y. Jo Williams, Millie Graves, Effie
Vaughn and Joan Kreiv.

Rogers reunion on June

LEO

but firm
involving
cash is
TODA
Although
soft as m
promote

1

far. Affec

The Rogers family will have a special reunion on Satur
day.
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the covered pavilion at Murray-Calloway June 1, from
County Park
This is for relatives and friends of all Rogers descendant
from the west
side of the county. A potluck meal will be served at 12 noon.s
For more infor•
makon call Marie Jewel, 753-8804, Dorothy and Isaac Groga
n, 753-2473, or
Carol M. Rogers, 435-4277.
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Ladies' golf planned
Ladies' Day Golf at Murray'
Country Club will be Wednesday,
May 1, starting with a shot-gun
start will be at 9:30 a.m.
Anyone not listed in the pairings
listed below, please come to be
paired at the tee or call one of the
hostesses, Martha Sue Ryan,
753-5664, or BillieCohoon,
753-9889.
A golf meeting and sack lunch
will follow the golf play.
The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Frances Hulse, Evelyn
Jones, Anna Mary • •
and Nancy
Haverstock.
Tee 3 - Mary ogard, Teresa Garland. Toni Hops n and Billie Cohoon,
Tee 4 - Betty owry, Ter' i tzer,
Sue Brown and
Fr nces
I;
Too 5 - Lula Bingham, ella Mi er,
Betty Hinton and Rowena Cullom;
Toe 6 - Tonja Fike, Frances Richey,
Laverne Claxton and Billie Wilson;
Too 8 - Cathryn Garrott. Helen
Webb, Rebecca Landolt and Martha
Site Ryan,
Tee 9 - Shirley Jenstrum, Louise

CA
LENDAR
(Cont'd from page 6)

Lamb, Margaret Shuffett and Betty
Scott
Too 15 - Hazel Hill, Geri Anderson,
Laverne Ryan and Pat Claypool;
Tee 16 • Lois Keller. Mug Rigsby,
Ann Brown and Rebecca West:
Tee 17 - Freda Steely, Peggy Shoemaker, Barbara Tompkins and Rebecca Irvan;
Tee 18 Ailene Castrale, Marion
Poole, Bonnie Kessler and, Nancy
Edwards.

Winners of golf play on Wednesday, April 24, have been released
by Laverne Ryan and Pat Claypool,
hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight - Frances
Hulse,
First flight - Evelyn Jones, first,
Toni Hopson and Teresa Garland
tied for second with Hopson winning on countback:
Second flight - Anna Mary
Adams;
Third flight - Nancy Haverstock:
Fourth flight - Pat Claypool;
'Overall putts - Billie Cohoon;
Overall medalist - Evelyn Jones.

Pediatricians said the results
were interestingbut cautioned they
do not support a change in recommendations for vaccination.
"It's very important that no one
take this and imply that children
shouldn't get their immunization,"
said Dr. Stanford Schulman, chief
of the Division of Infectious Diseases at Children's Memorial Hospital in Chicago.
"There's much more of a danger
for children who don't get immunized," said Schulman.
Further studies on a larger
sample of children would help validate the findings of the study, said
Krober, a co-author of the study.
In a JAMA editorial, Dr.
Georges Peter of the Department of
Pediatrics at Rhode Island Hospital
and Brown University, also said
_it's safer to continue
immunizations.
"After all, even in this study
population in which nearly half of
the children had an upper respiratory infection, nearly 90 percent
were protected and the remainder
presumably would benefit from a
later second dose." Peter wrote.
PUBLIC SERVICE

SNAP

SPECIAL NEEDS

ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

KENTUCKY CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

YOUR HOROSCOPE

Tuesday, April 30
Singles Organizational Society/7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
building. Info/Pamela, 753-7638,
or Jeanne, 753-0224.

TAURUS April 20-May 20): You
cannot afford to yny est in unexplored
projects proposW by your /associates. Stop daydreaming hut stay
upbeat. Nlake a greater effort to use
w ithin your means. Buy fewer items
on credit.
GEMINI iMay 21 -June 2W:
Romance could take on greeter significance now . Follow your intuition
u here a financial offer is concerned.
Someone may be trying to test your
loyalty. Immerse yoUrself uncreative
endea% ors.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22i: An
element of luck v. orks in your favor.
You handle a tricky situation with
dispatch. Someone influential is
impressed by your performance.
Unexpected expenses could make a
dent in sour sayings.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: Be fair,
but firm when mediating a dispute
involving your associates. Invest extra
cash isely.. Seek a professional

TODAY'S CHILDREN are strong,willed. indust
rious and optimistic.
Although strangers sometimes find these Taureans
brusque. inside they. are
soft as marshmallows. They will do almost
any thing to help a friend or
promote a just cause. In fact, these hard worker
s often push themselves too
far. Affectionate and loyal, they will grow up
to be wonderful spouses and
parents. They bask in the warmth of family life.
.1
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Ladies' Bible Class/9:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

LBL events include Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30

Ladies' Bible Class/9:30
a.m./University Church of Christ.

Murray High School Band annual
awards banqueti6:30 p.m./high
school cafeteria.
A to Z's of psychological and
Christian training • of....t.orses...will.
begin at 7 p.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition
Center. Fee is S15.,
Murray Slate Unixersity Chamber Orchestra concert/8
p.m./Lovett Auditorium. Admission
free.
Annual Faculty and Staff Senior
Breakfast/8 a.m./Murray State
Unversity Curris Center. Tickets

are S3.175.

•i,.•

••••

.•

I

•

Senior Adults of First Unite
d
Methodist Church will leave at 7
a.m. for Eureka Springs.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Students at Kentucky Tech, Murray-Calloway County Vocational
Center have been named for honors. In top photo are outstanding
students in the Tech Prep Course who are, from left, Ronnie Baldwein,
Auto Body, Sharon Mueller, Retailing, and Chris Tucker, Indust
rial
Processes. Not pictured is Chris Jones, Carpentry. In bottom photo
are students selected as outstanding students in their classes who
from left, Ricky Atkins, Carpentry, Tommy Kimbro, Auto Mecha are,
nics.
Greg Milton, Carpentry, and Brent Tucker, Auto Body. Not pictur
ed
NeSbitt, industrial Prixesses.-

First United Methodist Church
events will include Mothers' Morning Out/9 a.m. and Worship Won:
Area/7 p.m.

1,0...ry liagman

talks
about 'Dallas' show
NEW YORK (AP) — Hanging
up his 10-gallon hat after 13 years
of "Dallas," Larry Hagman insists
the weekly' talcs of the rich and
famous did more than make
viewers ask, "Who ,shot J.R.?"
Hagman. who starrCel aS the ruthless Texas oilman J.R_, 'Ewin
g.
believes the show might actually'
have helped topple the Eastern
bloc.

Stephens to represent Murray
State at festival at Pineville
Kate Stephens has been selected
to represent Murray State Univeristy in the 60th annual Kentucky
Mountain Laurel Festival, May
23-26. at Pineville.
Miss Stephens. daughter of Ron
and Karen Stephens of Marion: 111..
will he escorted by J. Eddie Allen
of Murray. She is a senior majoring
in English at
The MSL: representative will be
introduced on Thursday, May 23.
at the official opening. Countrymusic Star Patty Loveless will present a concert after the introduction
of the queens and the high school
princesses.
Following the concert a fireworks extravaganza will be presented, shot from the mountaintop
directly' north of Pineville to be
viewed from downtown Pineville at
10:30 p.m.

DKG hears Baust speak
Dr. Joe Baust. professor at Murray State University. was speaker
at a meeting of Gamma Chapter of
Delta Kappa Gamma held March 9
at Mayfield Middle School.
The guest speaker gave a slide
presentation and talked about his
visit to Czechoslovakia and other
countries of Europe.
He was introduced by Betty
Gore, a member of the World Fellowship and Intercultural Relations
Committee.
Ben 'Helen Burkecn. president.
presided and welcomed the 40
members and two guests.
It was announced that a fall
workshop will be Saturday, Aug. 3.
at Lake Barkley Lodge Convention
Center. Members wishing to donate
door prizes for the workshokp may
bring them 1to the May luncheon to

be held at Barkley Lodge. Suggestions for the fall meeting may be
submitted to Mrs. Burkeen.
Sue Morris announced that applications and information have 'been
sent ot Murray State University
concerning recruitment grants.
Vivian -Fisher and Mary Ruth
Harrell led the group in the Delta
Kappa - Gamma song. A patriotic
theme was used for the
decorations.
Members attending from Murray
were: Ruth Caldwell. Karen Crick.
Carolyn Colson, Sue Fairless. Vanda Gibson, Betty' Gore, Ann Herron. Alice Humphreys, Irene Johnson. Jane Lane. Dr. Rubie Smith.
Dr. Pauline Waggener. Georgia
Adams, Mary Johnson, Dr. Alice
Koenecke and Beth Belote.
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Gaye Latimer
bride-elect of
Scott Adams
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry.

1205B Chestnut 8 753-1851
Kate Stephens

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
"Where your ideas turn to gold.
Dixieland Center
759-1141

Opening in May!

Premiere
Health and Fitness Club
CALL 759-9999

ding of the uterine lining, which wd:,
in Cniversit Square
prepared to receive a fertilized egg -'l.
but didn't. Thus. menstruation is the
reaction of a -disappointed uterus,
a
as one of my professors Used to say
11 al a>
Intercourse at this time will not lead
to pregnancy because neither the
ovum nor the uterine lining is
prepared.
epoveoo
Like any dictum, however, this has
its exceptions. There have been isolated reports of women becoming pregWith Our Specialty Sauce
nant after having had intercourse
•
during medtruation. This is exceedingly rare, and no one knows how it
p
happens, in some instances, the womOlyriciPlaza
an may actually have ovulated d * Sun. -Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m..
TWICE and, as unlikely as it may.
49 •
4
•
seem. the SECOND ovum may have •
*• •- 06
•
41.
been fertilized. Be that as it may. the
chance of pregnancy during menstruation is. for practical purposes, impossible (Please don't write back and
scold me if one of your daughters is
the rare exception!)
and we try hard to give them the very best
. DEAR DR. GOTT: Please explain
insurance protection and sersfice we can
the relation between zinc tablets and
provide - the kind they expect and deserve If
AIDS. Am I at risk for AIDS because I
Nigg
jh
you'd like to be one of our V I P 's give us a
take a vitamin with zinc?
11111 call
DEAR READER: No. you're not
Dan McNitt, AAI
ROPoNtInting
AIDS is a viral illness spread by inti$1•14. Auto,
mate sexual contact or contaminated
blood products. It has no relation to
Slat* Auto Insurance
zinc or any other vitamin, mineral or
cr
407
I
L..
• St.
nutrient.
- 753-445
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DR
. GOTT
by Peter Gott.
DEAR. DR GOTT I've recently
been diagnosed with a lymphangioma. What do you know about this
disease and its treatment'
DEAR READER Ly..mphangiomas
are benign. raised skin lesions composed of dilated and abnormal lymph
vessels, the thin-walled tubes that circulate lymph (the clear fluid in blisters) throughout the body. On occasion, for no known reason. /lymph
channels enlarge in the skin. tausing
painless, fluid-filled cysts. These
cysts usually contain clear fluid,
which may be reddish if blood vessels
are intermingled 'with the lymph tissue. The condition is not serious and
can be successfully treated with deep
excision, performed by a skilled
surgeon
DEAR DR. GOTT My know-it-all
daughters claim they cannot„ become
pregnant if they have unprotected intercourse during menstruation. Is this
true?
DEAR READER - For the most
part. yes. When a woman ovulates
(about two weeks before her menstrual period), the egg enters the Fallopian tube and slowly travels to the uterus, this is a woman's most fertile
time. When the unfertilized ovum
reaches the uterus, it fails to implant
and grow (because it is unfertilized)
This sets in motion a cascade of
hormonal changes, resulting in shed-

Every year all colleges and universities throughout the Common
wealth of Kentucky are invited to
send a queen candidate of their
choice to the Kentucky Mountain
Laurel Festival. These young
omen are honored guests and are
treated royally fdr the entire
weekend. They are guests in area
homes with SChiMuIC or non--stop
receptions, dinners, a parade and
the grand ball all in their honor.
On Saturday' afternoon, May 25.
is the unique feature event of the
festival with the coronation of the
new queen at the Laurel Cove
Amphitheater in Pine Mountain
State Resort Park.

-44)

Host families are needed
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First Baptist Church event
s
include Mothers' Day Out/9:30
a.m. and Exercise Classes/11:30
a.m. and 6:30 p.m.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/Bonanza
at Draffenville/9-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-2:30 p.m.

-

t the unexpected!
Someone's behay ior may upset your
schedule.('oncentrateon projects you
can handle on your ow n.Home !lie is
more appealing than in the recent
past.
CA-PRICORN Dec.22-Jan. 19):
Personal relationships are full of
peaks and salleys. If your energy is
low, curtail your schedule. Be more
patient with an older relative. A for,giving attitude can work miracles.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
A carelesscomment or act could incite
a loved one. Try to be more considerate of those who love you. A promotion is in the works. Resist the temptation to scatter your energies.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Romantic relationships enjoy highly
favorable influences today. pi change
of residence or employment is a distinct possibility. Now is an excellent
time to sell property and extra possessions.

Tuesday, April 30

p.m.11orm:p!ace-1850.

It's even better than business as
achievement. Each student
usual at the International Education
accepted to IEF's program is then
Forum (IEF), a non-profit internaconfirmed to h-Are adequate/spe
TcypAy. APRIL 30, 1991
tional student exchange company', ing money and comprehens ndive
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE opinio regard
; insurance before their complete
ing a personal matter. in spite of the ,Gulf War.
NEvr YEAR OF VOL* LIFE: Take non chanc
Although rnhiy travel related
es where your health is
"profile" is delivered to CommuniPut your husines talents to v.(irk. You concerned.
industries such as cruises and airty Coordinators.
need to bring all of your creative
VIRGO I Aug.23-Sept. 22: Plan
lines have seen a sharp downturn in
"International students interject
abilities to hear it you are to triumph more and talk
less.
business over the last few months, an element of freshness,
in a tricky economy! Muse ahead pearance or emplo A change in apexcitement
yment may he your IEF has been flooded with applicaand learning that often pull a famiigorously in the financjal arena in best option
now. A hobby could tions from students around the
ly' together, build their pride in
August. Intellectual harn'iony makes become a
source of extra income if globe. The number of applications
a romantic relationship especially re- you decide
being American, and help them
to advertise your talents. is up a full 25 percent over the
arding in November. Look tor w ay s
focus on the good things in their
LIBRA
14) simplify your lifestyle next Janu- tenacity will(Sept. 23-0:'v.t. 221: Your same time last year.
lives
by giving them a taste of
be
rewar
ded where your
Regional Coordinator Pamela
ary . February and March of 1992 will career
another culture," says Dawes.
is concerned. Profits rise —
be tull of transitional actix mes.
Dawes says the real challenge is
and so does your
For more information on hosting
CELEBRITIES BORN ON more interest in self-esteem. Take finding a host family for all of the
the ambitions of your
foreig
a
n high school Student for
THIS DATE: actresses Jill offspring.
applic
ations
"We
.
are urgently'
Ayoid sounding critical.
three
month
s, five months or 10
Clay burgh and Cloris Leachman.TV
seeking host families in this area.
SCORPIO (Oct. •23-No%. 21
month
s,
host -Gary Collins. singer Willie Keep your
call
Pamela Dawes at
Many students specifically asked to
feet firmly planted on the
Nelson.
ground when it comes to financial
be placed in this area and we do 753-7638.
ARIES(\larch 21 -April 19i:Give issues. Do not
not have enough volkinteer families
allow partnership dif-How do you and your family
new ideas time ti des clop. Jedousy
ficulties to upset y ou.Gather up those
to
fit
the
need
this
year."
see
the world? Hosting a .foreign
may- crop up at an unexpeiled mo- unwanted
household items and doIEF screens the international stuhigh school student can change
ment. Your fears are groundless! nate them
to chants.
dents for good grades, English
your whole pctspective!”, Dawes
Relic% e tension by working on a.
SAGITTARIUS Nov. 22-Dec.
skills, and overall level of school
added.
lavorne hobby or artistic project.
2.1): Expec
by Jeane Dixon

PAGE 7

Students win honors

Measles vaccination said less
effective if child has bad cold
CHICAGO CAP) — Colds or
other upper respiratory infections
can block the effects of childhood
vaccines against measles, mumps
and rubella, a new study indicates,
but doctors say parents shouldn't
delay immunizations.
"While we limited our study to
look primarily at measles immunization. we found a lower success
rate among children with colds,"
said Dr. Marvin S. Krober of the
pediatric department it Madigan
Army. Medical Center in Tacoma,
Wash.
In the study published in Wednesday's Journal of the American
Medical Association, doctors
divided 98 infants. ages 15 months
to 18 months, into two groups.
Forty-seven infants who had colds
or upper respiratory infections were
given the same*sage .of the. measles antibody as 51 healthy infants.
Children with diseases associated with immunodeficiency were
excluded from the sample.
A blood specimen was taken
from the infants six to eight weeks
later and tested to see if they had
developed the measles antibody.
Ten of the 47 infants with colds, or
21 percent: failed to develop the
antibody. Only one of the 51
• healthy babies, or 2 percent, did
not exhibit the antibody.
Commonly, 2 percent to 5 percent of measles-immunized children fail to develop measurable antibodies to the virus, researchers
said.
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Ainge shoots down Sonics,
Person paces Indiana
By The Associated Press

John NELSON
Associated Press

Bulls have
Knicks struggling

ooally was able to
Portland Trail Blazers
o -- light up the
playoffs.
the first seen
oo,:ason. scored
oloding three
quarter as
loa.o.os ac:feated the Seatfor a 1-0
o-oo5 playoff

By JIM LITKE
AP Sports Wrtter
CHICAGO (AP)- You can
always sPot the coach or the
team that is up against it. They
are the ones who have to make
do with moral victories.
"We ,1:d much better today:"
is the way New York Knicks
coach John MacLeod put it
Sunda..
: Considering the devastation
h•,clt.h suffered at the hands of
Ch.tcago Bulls three days
ro one was inclined to
.x.lh him. Sunday's log
:A.:2 the Knicks beaten
. h..: it as close until the
c minutes; Thursday
2 c,•(-,re was 126-85 and
.,:h more distant even
'
th
1:.̀..2,,
4 tke sev..age,"
Pao
L.:re tool said after the
No one bothered to
P.Ith that assessment
eoner.
!Cont'd on pace 9)
Toe p,a‘of:',
ore
won the L • Ah,:elcs
at Houston. Detroit at Atlanta. Chicago at New York. NI,lowaokee at
Philadelphia. Portland at Seattle
Phner,IX at Utah.
Bosior.
ena eod Sao Ant, hoo G
1:-. add000n to lop seed!, Por:.a7.,...4
th,; LaI\ers
a-e
2-u. The ,

Murray's Jon Reid fires to the plate durin2 hiet
school baseball action on SaturdaY. Reid won his
third
straioht as the Tigers posted a 13-1 %Yin in the seco
nd game of a douhicheader with Christian Coun
ty.

MSU takes second at OVC tennis
Staff Report
Inc Marray State Racer teno.,:on ooishi.:a •
at the OVC Char.T.onsh.;:s in Co,
the

M.rra. V. ho Or, 1" •.:2,:ht OVC tes d.rn
e the
deade of the 19sffis. had to sett.e
107' the
seoond
T‘27.7.,2•,. 2
kv•kr!

177a

the Nis.;
on Twee 9;

North Stars continue
stunning playoff trip
n Dec.

na st•a. na
:7. Jim
n • 7:
• ]7'

- -1

d faci,.•71

toe pyr.,t ti ,
f
N.)77..S f.ha:
C1e.: Cohfcren,e charhi.p.ohs.r.
. r ei EC.Mi..•:.)7; 0e7,. .7. •
S77-:.11 C

Sta:.- .ey
off* v. as
OnL.e
ante to a ".1
.2agL.e • A..
olyis.on
saod
-eat Blues g,O.a..e
' Consoo.ohn,:.

A

1.2a77.
17.a7.
P

the

as

t.t...•
a: \
c.:‘•
Firo,,Ks. a: No. 2 s

17.

a .7
(:77.

:7,:shinan Jon Reid on
out i1‘e.
•71 ;:.ame one for the Tigers.

Murray Ledger & Times Sports

The kar- ers

- 1: .7.a:
eN•

•

TRACK
:o go
0,
t:2..:•ns got a : sneak preof the reg
. meet Saturday at Stewart
Stadoar.•..
Both schools had their share of scorers at the Wol
C7:1 Kemaoky Conference meet. v.looh
fe,oured
s,:hools from the area.
-It's a
Laniar .20a.213
"We'Ye -can everYone in our rq..071 now.
The on
teams o
haa: us ear. win ',he State L.ThaTITHh•h.T
The am.;- haos for the Meli school :earns
rieht now is
lri•pri.'\ .7: '77c. aost scores. and a numb
er o; loca.
atnlcoos s,:,
down and costa71Les 120 1.1;:).
in.
Oft.
Tilghman. Fort
Can':- .21.. Vlayt.eld and Ch.r.soan Coonc.y
Nlonael Boyd w on :re discas V.:th a thro
w of 12i.
v.h.le. Teddy Delaney tinished second.
Scott Dower
•7. the
:An:le - James Barrett
•,
a7.,: lion in the 100 high
fourth in the triple
The

LOUISVILLE. K. (AP) --Don't had-mouth Sick Zito's
horse.
"You can say anything you
want about me. That's all
true." Zito said. "But not my
horse. ... I get upset when people knock my horse."
On Saturday. Zito will saddle
his second straight Kentucky
Derby starter. Strike the Gold.
Zito, has transformed Strike the
Goltd 4,pm a lightly.: regarded
3-year-old two months ago to
one of the top four contenders
for the Derby, and some are
calling him the Derby's ''no -horse.
'There's no such thing as a
•now• horse.- Zito said.
"Tho're either good horses or
had horses, and this is a good
horse.''
Strike the Gold is coming off
an impressive yietory in the
Blue Grass on April 13 at
Keeneland. in h:,:h he hat
2-Near-old champion Fly So
Free. FIN So Free, Jim Beam
v.inner Hansel and Santa Anita
Derby ranherup Best Pal are
considered the horses to heat in
the
Derby at ch.archill
DO-A ns.
Inc Derby is expected to
draw a iieI] of 14 or 15 when
po,:hons are dral.t1 on
A late addition to the
ra,.e mos:
V.111 be
AlydaY:d. who voan the 1 -mile
Derby Mai at Ch..r,hiII DoAns
on Sat1:7,Ja.
1
horse
AI's
Express.
,arcer
finished last. by nt,.ire. than 3:
lengths and had to he treated

That forced oysoer-traioer Toni
A:Ien to res.,:h: caner ahnimicemems that b
AI's Express
odd make h:is second career
• • • •
start in the Derby.
BASEBALL
Trainer D. Wayne Lukas'
•
.•
Derby hopes also took a shot
on Sunday. Corporate Report. a
strong second in the Arkan,as
Derby, came up with a h%is,:;
:
quarter on his le l t-front foot
after working 6 furlongs in 1:14
'An tne 7. IC vault in
1-5.
•
: • the event.
Lukas who has had a Derby
the year.
starter every year since
triple
said .he would soak the cots
foot for two days in a supertoe
relay
secret solution. v.alk him today.
third. Bor.nie
then take him to the track oo
Jenny Be
Thesday to test out tht fist
"I'll be very sorprised
,7
he
Lady. Laker..
no: Os," Lukas said. 'TY,: go:
!Yhchelle Bybee
him soaking in a solution that
.h
0 meters: all
s
had
e'Ye had sonn. rernariyal'. le 1 el
with. ... I tronk we're :o
•
•
•
good
kr traLk learn LOrrteted
Strike the Gold is the sa.orid•
straight Oerby starter for 7.1•.,
.,:hd Owner Giles Bronny. who
Th1TIV S:
Thirty Six Red 1.7-:.•-.ed
r
in a field of 15.
Before the Blue Grass. S71.ni:
SOFTBALL
tf..2 GOld'S 0711.
N,:s :71
a nd :3-,) ri
a maiden race as a 2-47-0.,!..
ilver the
He was second to Fly Si Free
in the Florida Derby on Marc'n
h.,1,711C16 in his S''rt hafore the he
: 7 1' 1..1..
•1.-1
/42 Jill
Grass.
•
• • •
.er
• •
Boyd and
1;le \1..7741,
The colt was purchased hy
.•
spot a
Nturray.
Brophy last September from
C.:too:an (oaf:1y (
;7..•
FarTiger powur
Calumet Farm president J.T.
Co;
Lundy in a package Zito says
+r
win oyer \larsna:
_ Lady Tigers
T.gers
may one day become one of ,
-;
;ri the three
weekend. ah.; :oar
the "all -tone greatest deals" in
••• Ha'
4-2 in the oper.er s.:
o.reee hits to ....ad the voly,
thor
oughbred roo
,
, take a :3-1 w.r. in tn.
ea,h
for the
DS ai,:( :.a.: Raii
In addition to S',:';Kc tOe
i CaJ
:ne run.
(;O:d. Brophy arid two partners
k000ht a yearliog co:: sir-ad hy
ar oat of the mare Ja:;ii,
: fiYe yearling fiii;cs
tAt
Seattle Sew, to bA.ydar
FORT NlITCHL1.1. K. LAP,
(r.
Indoina on
and one by Danzig out ol
'
Twenty -:A0 0 en school seni
Fookes of
ors
s and June
Boone
Dayo
na Dale, the 1979
survived
. Keota,:ktryoats and were
y
Oaks
chosen for the Kent.acky Ali-S
v.inner. They're a:1 in
yy,:re
:
Boys
-tar
oading Stacey
Jody FY an s. Bowling Green. trainint at Calumet Farm in
basketball- teams that ill play.
the
a _aural County to the
koert liammoro. Bryan Station. Lexington.
Indiana A.1-Stars in June.
ot t: tie this year. Chris Harrison, Toll
"We had to come up won a
Eleven boys pocked Sunday after
eshoro; Damn
; •
,olay with Miss
Horn. Takes Creek, Dion Lee.
lot of Money, but if the
tryouts at ThJ:rhas More Coll
man
ege
,ati of Sheldon
Northwestern; Chris Martin, Rowupstairs takes care of me,
will join Mr. Ba,ket•- all Jerm
Clark.
this
aine
an
Coun
could he one of the all-t
ty Bryan Milburn. Russell
Brown of state champion Fior
ime
Rano r
d-ale
OAensboro will
County; Maurice Morris, Fairdalei
deals." Zoo said.
Bo Roaden, Corbin, Vic Saunders.
Zito was training Strike
the
Louisville A'aggener, and Keith
Gold for Calumet when he
disWillard, Tates Creek:
covered that the fabled farm
was going to sell off
Girls -- Cathy Brawner, Central
much of
Hard.n; Amy Brickley, Louisville its stock in January. incl
uding
Mercy Shirley Bryant, Lexington his colt. So, Zito began
coaxing
15'
$c99
le$0199
Henry Clay Rechelle Cadwell, Brophy into buying Strik
Pepperoni V • "ao Party
e the
V • Tax
Marshall County: Veronica Cook, Gold.
xpla
Franklin-Simpson; Lisa Gerton,
'I went to Giles and
"Home of the
said,
Louisville Pleasure Ridge Park: 'Look, there's this 2-year-old
Largest Pizza in Town'
I
Christi Osborne, Conner; Jenny really don't want to lose.'
And
Randall, Montgomery County; Sta- Giles said, 'I don't' know.'
That
cey Reed, Laurel County; Maisha was in August. In September.
FREE Delivery ANY Time!
Hours: Sun -Thurs. 11 a.m.-Midnight
Thomas, Clark County, and we flew down there. J.T. said,
Central Center (Non to Big B Cionono
Fri. & Sat. 11 0.M.-1 a.m.
Samantha Williams, Louisville 'Look, I've got these horses,'
Manual.
(Cont'd on page 9)
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Over 150 Styles in stock to cho
ose front.
Select Early!
Also Formal Dresses & Accessories
Register for Wind Surfer to be given
away.
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Actgins& Reactions Rickey returns to
tie stolen base mark

SOCCER

HOCKEY

The M urray Ca oway County Soccer
Associated under-12 Dukers posted two wins over
the weekend to improve to 9-2
The Dukers
shut out the McCracken County Aces. 2-0 with
Jeremy Hunt and /clan Thompson scoring and
Mart Roberts nabbing 12 goal saves, with Ryan
Pickens pro.4irg defensive help The Dukers
defeated Ca'Oert City No 2, 2-1 behind
two
goals from John Yezerski with assists from Jett
Ni end Jeremy Hunt. Roberts did the net.
mind.ng aga n, wh.le Shane Andrus and Scott
Nellie provded defensive support

TURKU, Fin and - The United States moved
into the meda round in the World Championships for the first time en six years. beating Fin.
land 2-1 Sunday on a goal by Todd Krygier
Krygier, of the Hartford Whaiers, scored the
goahead goal at 11 49 in the third period, blasting
a slap shot from the left circle that went
between the legs of Finnish goalie Markus Ket•
tore, The Sovet Union. Sweden and Canari
a
Qualified, for the medal round earlier in
the
week

GOLF

0-

le

MISSION VIEO, Calif - Mark Spitz' comeback was deah anotner setback Saturday when
Mark Bondi beat the former Olympic champion
in the 50-meter 0.rterit y in a malchu 01
p
god medal winners Biondi finished in 24 51 and
Spitz, the winner of seven god mecta ts in tne
1972 Oympics, was clocked in 26 51

GREENSBORO, NC - Mark Brooks
defeated
Gene Sauers On the third hole of their sudden
dean playort when he matched par
on the
par-3. 171h hoe en
the Greater Greensboro
Open on Sunday Brooks,
who earned
8225.000, closed with an 8-under-p
ar 64 for a
13-under 275 total on, me
Forest Oaks Country
Cub course Saues had a Ina
round of 69
HOUSTON - M.ke
shot a 1 -under-par 71
tor a one-stro•e veloery over George
Archer in
the Sen ors PGA Tour's Doug
Sanders Celebrity C ass c on Sunday
MACON Gd - P H Horgan Ill
beat M.ke
MHes on !re '•:' p a,o"
hole Sunday, sinking a
10 - toot par c„"
t'e Ben Hogan Tour's Macon
Open

WLAF
WEMBLEY. Eng.and (API - Stan
Gelbaugn.
the WLAF's top ranked passer, comple
ted 2901 39
Pass ahernOts lOr 361 yards and three touchd
owns
as the unbeaten London Monarc
hs beat the winless Raleigh Durham SiyhawkS
35-10 LOndOn6
Judd Garrett bad 10 receptions
for 9' yards in
Sunday's game London is §-0
and RaitrignDurham is 0-6

AUTO RACING

•

IMG„t • , - Word
champion Ayrtem Senna
of Era,'
a:iced everyone but his McLaren•
Honda teammate Gerhard
Berger in the San
Mar no Grano Pry on Sunday
. wrinirtg his third
s'ra ort. For mu a One race
Sennas 29th career
c0-'y er'r -Med s lead in
the championSh
stand -3s to 30 pen's and booste he
d
chances
capture • s tn.rd word drivers' title
in four

European
W
L
T Pct. PE PA
6
C 0 1 OPO
58
5
1
0
833 155 86
4 2 0
667 105 95
North American Emit
NV -NJ
3
3 0
500 156 94
Montreai
2 4 0
333 67 155
0,4,
00
•
2 4 0
333 130 /95
Raleigh Duman,
0 6 0
DOO 90 195
Nonh American West
San Antonio
3
2 0
600
106 77
Birmngnarrt
2 3 0
400 63 86
Sacramento
2 4 0
333 78 97
Saturday's Gsmis
Frank•un 17 Montreal 7
Elarceiona 29 Sacramento 20 OT
New Voni-New Jersey 42 Oeando
6
Sunday's Game
L0•00• 35 Ralegh.Durham 10
Monday's Game
San Antonio at &manner'
, 7 D rn
Saturday, May 4
ningharn at Barcelona 1 p
Eli
,
Monneal at Sacramento 7 pm
Franktun at ()rondo 7 p rn
Sunday. May S
New York.New Jersey at Rawigh Durham
noon
Monday, May 6
at San Antonio 7 pm
London
Barcelona
Frankfurt

MARTt1.5
Va
- Defending Wnston
7
•-; on Da e Earnhardt beiam
e the first
A --er o' tre year Sunday. outduel
ing
; ..•' '0 capt ure
ire Hanes 500 and close
tne se'•t•S ;50 nts iead D fterent drivers,
-o
arr_l' a' R chmorwi, Va • had won
•
ot''St sewer. events, ry mg a record
for
_7.. AR s pre- er stock car d vision
set in
••
Fat-- ardt recorded s 50th career
vc
Tne•_tOrr 0.0-b ned wth series leader
,
s
;ace r sh, helped runner- F
•••1
,
1 42 po its of the top
F
rm.
--e 'ast 37 laps. dry-rig his
u- -a across the Ieisn lire 3 4 seco-ms
c' Petty s Poet ac Grand Prix
a.etaoed 75 '39 mph

GENERAL

e

TENNIS
MONTE CARLO Monaco Ran forced susDenson of the Monte Carlo
Open final between
second -seeded Boris Becker
of Germany and
--th-seeded Seri;
. Brugera of Span on Sunday Becker was serving for tne
set at 5-4
when
match was hated Official
s waled
thrt.e hours be'c,re suspending
pay The match
,s se-er3-et:1 to resume today
BARCELONA Spain - Fourth
-seeded Conch,
la Mar net' of Spa n
beal4hA-Slitele0 Manue a
Ma eeva Fragniere Cl Switzer
tand 6.4, 6-1 in
'
--e Vv'TA Seat Open on
Sunday

,rp-e

Bulls have

BASEBALL
American League
KANSAS Ci-v ROVALS-Placed Kevin
Senior third
baseman co Me 154ay dsabed 1st Purchased he
contract of Paul ZuveLa, inliewer from Omaha of the
Arnerican
Ass ociaton
CAKLAND ATHLETCS-Amvared Rickey Henders
on
Outteider ttOm the '5-day 3 sated 1st Optoned Scan
hismond third baseman Jo Tacoma of the Pacific
Coast
°VAS RANGERS-Signed Oar' Boone
otcher to a
rnmor-ieague contract Sent Gary Green and
Denny Wain;
infoders to Ori'anorna City of die American Association
for
med,cat rehabitahon
ToRoNTO BLL,E JAVS-Poced Rance kA,iniks des.;
wad hirer on the 15day disabled ist Purchas
ed trie contract of Kenny Wiens c....needer. from Syrams
e of me
Internal!onal
Notional Limps
ATLAN'A BP.& irES-Piaced Tommy Gregg oLttokie
.
On Me 15-day doubled 1st Achvated Lonnie Smell offside' Iron' me 15day disabled
NEW YORK ME TS-Named Dallas Green spoor seerrnent stout
SAN DEGO pAr,RES-Praced Greg Hams o•cher or
the 15-day disabled lot retroac,ve to April 23
Reca'ied
Derek lulkouist pitcher frorn Las Vegas c• trie Pacific Coast
Lea?...
SA', FRANCISCO GIAN'S-Sent Trevor Wison
otcner
W PP-oar., of the Pac.5c Coast League Assigned Rick Park
cajtkeider to Phoenix for ink"!
renal:Walton
FOOTBALL
National Football League
C.NC NNA' PEAS-Sgnod Card Grant detersiv
e
end
DALLSICOWBCYS-Announotid
prensra sneson ta,teri his physcal mat take Sullivan
COL'S-Sgined Clms Con
Ineman and Cison Mot*, ngnt end
NEW ENGLAND PATR•CTS--Signed Rogge
v
Bran Ryder inecackes Bee Cnimm and Bat
S•eprens
Crersive linemen Sean Foster Bran Wggins and
Reggs
McGee o•cle receivers and Rob Thomson, safety

••

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE I
'Your more than one company agen
cy." *
David King

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Divi•ion
W
I Pei
GB
Toronto
12
8
660 Boston
10
7
568
11111waukeis
9
9
500 2
patron
8
9
471
2.
Cleveland
7
9
438 3
Ballimore
6
10
375
4
New Yorii
6
10
375 4
Weal Division
W
L Pct. GB
Chicago
11
5
688 Oakland
12
7
632
.4
Cal'ornia
9 10
474
3
Mnnesota
9
10
474
3.,
Kansas City
8
9
47'
3.r.
Texas
7
8
467
14
Seam'
8
11
421
4,,
Saturday a Games
tAnnesota 7 Searle 2
Clown 4 Toronto 2
Boston 6 eanSAS City 4
Oakland 4 California 3
Mlwaukee 5 Baltimore 2
Texas 4 CieVeland 1
CNoego 14. New York 9
Sunday's Games•
Baltimore 5 Milwaukee 4
•
Toronto 9 Detroit 6
lAnnesota 8 Searle 2
Chicago 4 hie. Yorlt
Cleveand 4. Ta.as 2
Oakland 7 California 3
Boston 2, Kansas City 1
Monday's Games
Searle 10eLuoa 1-2/ at Baltimore i0 uoneso1-21 635 pm
Detroit (Petry 0-1i at Kansas City iSatema
gen
1-2) 735 p
Only ganws scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Seattle at Baihrhore 6 35 p
Chcago at kikkaukee 7 05 p m
Boston at 54nnesore 705 p
Detroit at Kansas Cry 735 pm
Toronto at Texas 735 pm
New Von at Oakland. 9 35 pm
Cleveland at California 935 pm
.• • •
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct.
GB
Pittsburgh
13
6
684 Nero York
11
8
579 2
St Louis
11
8
579 2
Chicago
9
11
450 4,
,
Phiadoph.a
7
12
368 6
Montreal
6
13
333
7
West Division
W L
Pct.
GB
San 0-ego
519
8
Cinonr-a'
t
8
556
Los Angeles
10
9
526 '
Atlanta
8
8
500
1 -.
iso_rstOn
8 10
444
2
San Franosco
8
11
421
3
Saturday's Games
Chicago 8. Cirionnat 3
Pittsburgh 10. New von 1
Philadelphia 4. San Diego 3 12 innings
St Louis 2 kionireat 1
Atlanta 2 Houston 1 '3 innings
San Francisco 4 Los Angeles 3
Sunday's Games
Phladeitorka 9 San Diego 2
Pntsburgli 7 New vor. 3
Cinonnan 4. Chicago 3
Montreal 9. St Louis 6
Houston 2. Atlanta 0
Lot Angeles 7 San Francisco 3
Monday's Games
San Dego (Whi%on 1-21 at Phiadel
ohia Ike, no,land '-21 6 35 DM
Atlanta (Smolt/ 0-31 at St Louis lTeeviribury 2
ii
7 35 p m
Only games ached...led
Tuesday's Games
Pmsburgh at Cinonnah 6 35 o rn
Los Angeies at Montreal 6 35 P
San Francisco at ProadrepiNa. 6 35 pm
San Diego at New York 6 40 p rn
Houston at Chicago. 705 0,
Atlanta at St Laos. 735 Pm

B7iiL
'A.11,!1 41 the game from a
box seat behind the A's dugout,
said "I 'A..,
cinotiorlal about him breaking my single-season
record
(in
. Whal he did there was done in a specif
ic period of time. ...
When h.: Lic:, No. 939 he will have only
himself to run against.
"11„: v..: r.o to push himself to keep
going."
Bro. 'A as
secorld trip to Oakland already this season to
wilriess
trying for his record.
'I +us rrmed h:m an apartment," a laughing
Henderson said of Brock.
"I'll
here another tWo or three
days and then I'll ship him off.
"He's
MC that his car is in 24-hour
parking and that it's
it rim. He ',an:, me to just rent him a Learj
et so I can fly him back
and
lkndier mt. r,..my‘.,A for a pinch -hitter in the
seventh, ended four games
of fru,:ra:Hrl ho tir.g Brock.
After stea'.7; nls 937th base on opening
day, Henderson was thwarted
four
171 a rw.4... Minnesota catch
er Brian Harper threw him out at
third on ATril in, and Twins pitcher Alan Ander
son picked him off second later the saire night.
--csot,i
Junior Ortiz threw him out at second on April 11,
and 11,:r.5.2;-,on
ieJ up lame later in the game while running out
a
on the disabled list.

Ainge shoots •••
(Cont'd from page 8)
best regular-season record at 63-19
and has won 18 of 19 games,
boosted its lead to 19 on Ainge's
final 3-pointer with 4:50 to play.
The final 9-point margin'was the
closest Seattle got the rest of the
game.
Drexler. who scored a playoff
career-high 39 points in Portland's
110-102 vict6ry in the series opener Friday. led seven Blazers in double figures with ,22 in Carne 2.
"We played vt-:ry well' for 2A
quarters and then there was a spot
in the fourth period when we were
down by four and had the ball and
turned it over," Seattle coach K.C.
Jones said. "It was a self-inflicted
wound. That seemed to open things
up . for Portland."
• • • •

iCont'd from page 8)
had to read about it in the newsThe. Knicks have one more loss papers every day, the temptation
to give, but that it is nothing more
was to go back to the familiar ways
than a formality. They might as of doing things.
well be making tee times now.
"There was a lot of pressure to
klacLeod knows it and Ewing change," Jackson recalled,
"but
'knows it and Bulls coach Phil Jackwe needed a system, sonething
son even hinted that he knew it that would work With
diffe
before the first-round playoff series individuals in different situat rent
ions at
began.
different times.
"Are they coming in here with a
"We got jabbed, but we stood
purpose." Jackson said last week, solid. We said all along, we'll
do it
''or are they tired.' of being with our way, and the most
important
each other all year and ready to thing was convincing
everybody
give it up?"
that the system would work if they
In fact. Jackson knew it because
believed in it.
he and his team have only recently
"I used to kid them," he said.
escaped from the hole that "that even facism worked well
Pistons 101, Hawks 98
as .1
n a must
MacLeod and his team are digging system, that at least the /trains
ri stuation at home.
Ou 00 even vv.th kanta ber.nd Joe Dumas
' 28
right now.
po
always ran on time."
and
deterse
The Ps•-u-s itino s•n,' o• v 38
He has already learned that
5 percent :n a
, Sometimes, he did more than
•
5-01 47
along v.ith the blessing of coaching Just kid them. He lectured Jorda
t",": ;3-i: A" e
n
'e
a singularly brilliant talent like
when his superstar popped off
Michael Jordan or Patrick Ewing about players the organ
ization
comes the curse of keeping 11 less- didn't pursue, and he lectur
ed Piper lights productive enough to be
pen when he popped off about the
happy. Or is it happy enough to be front office while haggling
over a
productive?
contract extension and he sus(Coed from page 8)
Whichever, Jackson appears to
pended Staccy King when the
have mastered both sides of the second-year player walke
and I started to think. 'Oh. no.
d off the
trick. Ile is the Bulls' fourth coach
Here we go.' But he put this
practice floor.
in the seven years Jordan has been
great package toig.other for us,
Mostly though, Jackson lightChicago's civic treasure, but the ened Jordan's burden and
and we went for it."
made the
first one to have them playing well
Now. they're going for the
people around him, particularly
enough(as a unit to reach the NBA
roses at Churchill Downs. and
Pippcn, happy to carry more of the
final. If it happens, Jackson will load.
Zito's got one of the hot
have been aided no doubt by the
horses.
If MacLeod didn't know it
emergence of Scottie Pippcn. But before this, he certainly know
"To tell you the truth, I'm
s now
he can claim a little responsibility a similar task lies ahead
concerned about Nicky's
more
of
him. lie
for that fortunate occurrence as is the sixth Knick
horse
than any of the others."
s' coach Ewing
well.
Fly So FreCs trainer. Scotty
has seen in his six years in Nev.
Schulhofer, said. All of the other coaches who had
York and - just as Jackson's pretheir chances during the Jordan
And. in reality. Zito underdecessors promised - Ewing has
reign always maintained at the start
stands what other horsemen
yet to see things change for the
of each season that less time and
mean when they call Strike the
better, to sec opposing teams pay
less points for Michael would mean
Gold
the ','now'' horse.
for the luxury of double- and
more wins for the team in the long
"He's peaked," Zito said.
triple-teaming him.
run. But it only took a few losses
"And all I've got to do now is
MacLeod makes no bones about
for those other coaches to become
keep him that wa
wanting another shot at it, but
convinced that just the opposite
whether that happens is anyone's
was true.
guess. He only came aboard last
Jackson himself fell into that
December, but since then. the
trap in his first go-round as a head
Knicks have changed their presicoach last season, and found him- dent and
a few vice presidents and
self claiming those same moral vic- chaos
at the top of any sports
tories. A bruised and fatigued Jor- franchise tends to mean
The Karate
chaos
dan single-handedly extended the below.
Superstars
Pistons to seven games in the EastBy studying what Jackson has
ern Conference final, but even he achieved with the Bulls
Display at
, for howcould not carry the supporting cast ever short this serie
s runs, the
any farther.
Knicks can learn a valuable lesson.
And so when this year's team hit And if they do, more
than moral
32-6' Trophies
bumpy stretches on road swings in victories can be claim
ed in the not10
Cham
pionship Belts
November and February and then too-distant future
.

Derby ...

'Hammer
Time!"

Body Elite

Hawks to 36 percent Dennis Rodman grabbed
'6 rebounds for Detroit. and set a team payoff
record with six offensive rebounds in trie first
quarter
Delktiet never trailed after the midway point of
the first quarter and canned a 19-point margin
the fourth penod
Dominique Wilkins, who scored 32 points in
the Game 1 upset, was held to 20 On 5-10r-1
4
ShOOling in Game 2
Rodman always does a great job on Dome•
nique," Hawks coach Bob Weiss said "But
like
any defensive scheme, or offensive scheme, it
takes more than one player "
Pacers 130, Celtics 118
Ch•Ck P8,
30n set an NBA playoff record with
sever 3-pointers and scored 39 Points
as Indiana won its second postseason game since
1 976 and for the sixth time 38 visits to Boston
Garden
Larry Bird got off a hospital bed where he
was resting his ailing back and had 18 points
and 10 assists for the Celtics, but he couldn't
handle Person, who broke the playoff record of
Six 3-ponlers by Michael Cooper and Vernon
Maxwell
The Celtics led 51-45 before Person scored
it points in a 3-minute span, Including three
3-pointers, as the Pacers took a 64-61 lead He
also helped the Pacers corns back after Boston
regained the lead in the third quarter
Chuck had a great game," said Bird. who
Played 40 minutes despite his aching back
-Time after time we started to maks•run and
Chuck would hen a beg shot, and that really
demoralized us 7
Person was /6-for-24 from the field, including 7-for-9 from 3-point range
Micheal Wiliiams had 24 points and 10
assists for Indiana Brian Shaw and Reggie
Lewts scored 22 points apiece for Boston
Bulls 89, Knicks 79
Chicago got 26 points from Michael Jordan to
win at home again against New York, but the
Bulls had to struggle. sconng 37 fewer points
than they had in the senes opener
The Knicks went on an 11-0 run in the first
half. led 44-42 at halftime arid were Sill tied at
66 all when Craig Hodges' 3-pointer ignited a
13-4 run that put the Bulls on lop for good
Patrick Ewing. held to six points in the flrS1
game, had 24 for New York He scored '4
points in the first Quarter On 7-10r-11 shooting
After that, he was 1-10r-11
The Knicks played a different type of
game," Bulls coach Phil Jackson said 'They
had a good defensive eon throughout They
tried to keep us out of sync, but our defense
was terrific "

901 Sycamore

Baseball

Ilender,on krtike for second on a 1-2 pitch and
mark he.id-fir,t slide, beating catcher Lance was safe with his tradeParrish's high throw.
The rcscor :- -::.:r.1 steal came after Parrish
calle
d for a forkball.
"It .4 ;:s dl-.v::,
thought I got off a good, accurate throw," Parri
sh
said. "... I osas .iniicipating him going on every
pitch, but I wasn't going
I:
I called the game."
steal. Henderson picked the base up and held
it
o‘er h;s head in triumph. After the base
was removed, Henderson
repeatedl thrust Ms fists and waved to the
crowd, which responded with
sland'h .; .:in
"That 'A.:, a ,i-:.r-of-thc-rnoment thing," Hende
rson said. "The thrill,
the h,trT
me. The way the crowd reacted was a joy. They
were

TRANSACTIONS

S ATert,Pa - Soccer star
LI; i,;;.0 Mi•
a was c'a'ged Sunday win pcsses on o-nur
0..." 0' 0' drugs and released
c- S
":0 Pond Maradona was for:
•
•
Argent -a pending trial, in
at_ cc 1A
a- order .ssueO Saturday night
:y onera J,dge Ame-a Berraz de
Vidal. Fede•ui r'",•?L_:C• Pcoerto Arrayo sad
outside
•-••
• -..••-a Cs_.^ 13,. d no "
-at Maradona,
- I• -..-,
'h 'AC comPan ons. was
1Yr
-74 drugs tree
charge
•
cA tr al date was not
-• •
aw, c•minal trias
.
ren the accused
• ; Pe-'ore a Presiding
A - 7„
gun or innocence. e
.
o•d Maradona faces a
to a maximum of two

•

las

NBA Playoffs
FIRST ROUND
(Beet-of-51
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Chicago vs. New Yon
Thursday, April 25
Chicago 126 New von 85
Sunday, April 2$
Chicago gg Nee ydea 79, Chicago wads wren
2-C
Tuesday, April 30
Chicago at New vont. 630 pm
Thursday, May 2
Cocoa° at New York. 7 pin. If necessary
Saturday, Nay 4
New Vont at Chcago IdA. if necessary
MOO

Boston vs. Indiana
Enday, April 26
Boston 127 Indent! 1 20
Sunday, April 28
indiana 110 Boston 1'8 was nod 1-1
Wednesday, May 1
Boston at Incl&na. 7 pm
Friday, May 3
Boston at lndiana 7 pm
Sunday, May 5
inearia at Spopn TBA. rt necessary
wo
Detroit vs. Atlanta
Enday, April 26
Atlanta 103. Detroit 98
Sunday, April 28
Deleon 101, Atlanta 88 sires tied 1.1
Tue•day, Apnl 30
Detroit at Atlanta 630 0 m
Thursday, May 2
Peron at Atlanta, 7 p
Sunday, May 5
Atlanta at Detroit. TBA. it necessary

Los Ai-ries Laken vs Houston
•..r.
s
.doay9,2April 25

.A _doe',
2.0

.

•

•
4.• •, ,
••• ...•
•

•

',Iday Awl 30
....n 7
May 2
Lakers at
- ' rieces:an
Sunday'
May 5
m0.4sto• at
_aiiers 2
;
••••
Phoenix vs Utah
Thursday April 25
Utah '29 choir
,
. 90
Saturday. April 27
Pnoen.. :2 ...tan 92 wen ted '
Tuesday, April 30
Phooni. an .!ar 330
Thursday, May 2
Phoeh. at ,.,tah IBA
Saturday, May 4
Phoen..
Loan
necessa'r,
LA Lake's

Hockey

„

.
. • ..

•
.4.; .., 1*

e

Boston 2

.. •.'
.... •

...

Boston 3
mor.,t:T:a ,1estay, April 23
Montrea, 6 'Bost:- 2
Thursday, April 25
Boston 4
Saturday, April 27
Montrea 3 Boston 2 C'
se-es tied 3-3
Monday, April 29
Montreal at Boston 535 m
• • • •
Patrick Divisnon
Pittsburgh 4, Washington I
Washington 4 P-sburgn 2
onspurgh 7 Washngton 6 CT
Pittsburgh 3 Nase.ngton 1
Pttsburgh 3 Wash,gton
Pittsburgh 4 otias••Vo" 1
•

•

•

•

3 116) Darrel Wartnp Frankiin.

, Chektole

515551)

roll 11.25
um
1 ij'
nam799SD.
572
c.
35044°°'""4 N C Ch"
7 129i Mena*, Waltro Huntersenke NC Pontiac
Grand Pm 499 511 100
8 (261 Davey Allison, Huaylown, Ala . Ford Thur.
derbrd 499. $'6350
g III Alan Kunncki Charlotte NC Ford Thunder
b4
496
10 5
49
1127
31,0
1 00
612
K.i5*S
IIndilin Caere Ala . Buick Regal
uorina
ti12241Ri
96 Osy Itaudd5
caa Chesapeake. Va Charord,ot
9u4
12 4171
95 Da
rre. Conover N C Ford Thunder
s7e
le9uoan
13 141 Fick Mast Rockonage Baths Va COsnio
ble Cunass 495,
200
14 (12) R.chard Petty, Randleman NC
Pontiac
Grand Prix, 495 S7 500
IS rgi Ernie inan. Rockwell NC . Chevrole Lunet

si

na164.9
()
1951
1 Joe
0.95'
1:Zhinan. FraiikIn. Tenn Oldsmobile
Cutlass,
4
7,44.
2°°
11n Jr Harnaburg NC Oldsrno
Cutlass,
G
oirka,d
pr 44
84327.5734
500
5
16 1271 Lake Speed, Jackson.
Miss , Pontiac
19 i201 Bill Seigovndi Van Nuys. Calf. Chevroiot
b
Lurnn
t 40,.
a16.8 66
t .,
,
S3
,ss,
700,
0, s,2 000
20 1 Geon Bodi e.
Nig. Ford Thunder -

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

This Week's Special:
Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich & Fries

$39.95 & Up

Automatic Transmission
Tune-Ups

Special Good
thru May 4

'279

%Inc Ford Chrysler and GM
Care

Friday Night Buffet

$49.95 & Up
Overdrives Will Be Higher)

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Filets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink

Front Disc Brake Special
$39.95 & Up

'6"
IF Place Ain't Fancy but Sho good Food 111
TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St
Murray
753-

,,-• In porta & Metallic Pads
Higher)

Complete Auto Repair
of Murray, Inc.
S••••••01...

IS

Cm.Pit Or B

514 So. 12th St. • 7S3-8848
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Camobell Conference
Norris ()vision
St Louie vs M.nnesola
Thursday, April 18
lAnnesva 2 Sr
s
Saturday, April 20
St Louis 5 M -nesota 2
Monday. April 22
kinnescta 5 St
s
Wednesday. April 24
Onnesota 8 St :1..5 4
Friday, April 26
Sr ,ouis 4 V.••es.7.3 2
Sunday, April 28
SAnnesota 3 S'
2. Minnesota iv -s se' es
• . • •
Smythe Division
Los Angeles vs Edmonton
Thursday, April 18
Los Angeles 4 Edmonton 3 OT
Saturday, April 20
Edmonton 4 Los *noes 3 20•
Monday. April 22
Edmonton 4 ,.05 Angeies 3 210T
Wednesdity, April 24
Edmonton 4 Los Angelis 2
Friday, April 26
Los Angelis 5 Ed-cr-on 2
Sunday. April 28
Edmonton 4 :on Angeles 3 Cl' ECrno•l
o•
sends 4-2
• • • •
CONFERENCE CHAMPIONSHIPS
Wales Conference
Pistourg• vs Adams.D.,scr ••.^
Camobe:i Conference
Minnesota vs. Edmonton
Thursday May 2
mi e nesv a
Esi-nc••-•,- -pa
Saturday. May 4
tAnnesota at lk-cmon
Monday. -May 6
Edmonton at V nrescia "EA
Wednesday May
Edmonton at Minnesota 30
Friday, May 10
kinnesola at Ecmcnron 7.
4 'neceesat.,
Sunday, May 12
Edmonton at Minnesota "PA
necessary
Tuesday. May 14
minnows at Esmoreoe TBA
If necessary

4 115) Brett BOG,
* Harnsburg, NC Ett,ce Roca'
500,
5 (2> Harry Cant. Taylorsvdie NC Oldsmobile
Cutlass, 499. $17625

Maintenance Tune. Only)

•

••

Friday, Apid
19
Sunday April 21

Montreal

7s6:26,5.6

Engine Tune-Ups

.... .
' . .' •• r'
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' .• • * •
, •• • •a
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'
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:
• ,, •• * li -'t

..,..:^..). '.. „ ,
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0,4
017
410NF
FINALS
Conference
Adams Dose,,
Boston as Montreal
Wednesday. April 17

Good through May 31

. • • s • • • •.
•-

•

Si .'lay Ap•I 27
•n oe•es cilt se' A,

•

sta
c
aan:
dr71 9aPs
nneo
P"'Cro'7
IT:0
;e:daP
glariereaSne
;'
'077nt ihrrOame
r7;°*mi;r97"..EI.oIr
1 1101 Dais Eatnnardt Doois NC Chevro,et
:
L
F
)50C
so ,
00
50 75 139
Kyle Pemy, 1-tign Pont NC Pontiac Grand

Son Antonio vs Golden State
Thursdey, April 25
Son Antonio 130 Golden State +21

e

_A Lake's 94

MARTNSVILLE Va •AP. - The order ot •••• Sr
Sunday Hanes 500 %OSCAR 4100 car race yen

••••

1

•

Saturday. April 27
Golden Stale 1.1 San Anton s 98
trines led
Wednesday, May I
San Anionic) at Go,den Slam 930 p rr
Friday, mity 3
San An•onio at Or den S•ve TaA
Sunday, May 5
Go,den State at San Arlon o l'Eue
,
0,-3115
,
a

,,
,
•
•
0

753-8355

Auto Racing

Milwaukee vs. Philadelphia
Thursday, Apnl 25
Phiadepho 99 Milwaukee 90
Saturday, April 27
Ptviadeonia tie Milwaukee +12 OT
Phitadelpha
leads swiss 2-0
Tue•dey, April 30
Miaraukee at PhitadoWha 630 pm
Thursday, May 2
sateaukaoat PNLadel
dNIS 7 pm it neceiworY
Saturday, May 4
Philadelpho at Milwautes TBA, it necessary
••••
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Portland vs. Seattle
Friday, April 21
Portand 110 Seams 102
Sunday, April 28
Portland I'S. Sean* 106 Portland wads sores
2-0
Tuesday, Apnl 30
Portland at Seattle 9 pm
Thursday, May 2
Penland at Seattle ISA if necessary
Saturday, May 4
eery. at Portland IBA it
necessary

A o RETII
Spring
Specials
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SCOREBOARD

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)- Sitting in the Oakla
nd Athletics' dugout,
having already tied Lou Brock's record for
career stolen bases, Rickey
Henderson's thoughts drifted to his next victi
m.
Tonight. the A's are off ... Tuesday night?
Hmm
m, the New York
Yankees come in. ... The New York Yanke
es.
Henderson called this kind of scheduling the
stuff his dreams have been
made of.
"I thought about that after (manager) Tony (La
the game," Henderson said Sunday after tying Russa) took me out of
Brock's record with his
938th career steal in Oakland's 7-3 victory
over the California Angels.
"The thought of getting the steal against New
York is a dream to me."
Henderson played for the Yankees from 198589. The Yankees are the
only ti:41T1 besides the A's for whom he has
played during his 11A seasons in the majors. Henderson is the career
stolen-base leader for both
teams.
"I thnk dect. down in my heart, (own
er) George (Steinbrenner)
deserves ihor.. so it will be nice to steal
the base against his team,"
Henderson. said with a smile.
Playing Sunday it.: his second game after
missing 14 with a strained
muscle in his 1:!t c a f, Henderson went 2-for
-3 with singles in the first
and thrd :nn .
lie Was hit in the back
by a pitch from Jeff Robinson in
the
"I was
:;-,,,:rated because I
got hit,"
wanted to ta,.c me out of the ballgame and Henderson said. "Tony
have Willie Wilson run.
"But I tht,..l.1 that was the time I shoul
d at least try for the record.
There vf as a
pitcher in there. I read right-handers better than
left-hanLrs. liicsdc. I got hit and I felt
it's payback time when I get to
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Student to receive scholarship
at orchestra performance

Stock Market

Report
:•. .`"

•

teature of the season
Os the Murray
_ •, •\ Chamber Orchestra
w]lhethe ay. ardto a s:dent

\

OBITUARIES

.1/4 H. be recognite,:
,ne Floyd V. B.::
shIp. Triplett will
S.keston iN1oJ 11
is a string
.:n4rither 6rehes:ra
Itiis past year. the

, s,.

.. or.. Shane T ripn at

.:71.4
.0L1

Murray Middle
Chess Team earns
fifth place trophy
at national meet

s..! V. Kr: *.

1`1.10

-

Wilbur Joseph
Minsker

Loyd V. Owen
Loyd V. Owen, 78, Rt. 2, Hazel,
died Saturday at 1:20 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A member of Hazel Baptist
Church. he was retired from Murray Division of Tappan Company.
Born Sept. 12, 1912, in Marshall
County, he was the son of the late
John H. Owen Sr. and Winnie Holden Owen. One sister. Mrs. Maggie
Dixon. and one brother, Charlie
Owen. also preceded him in death.
Sursi‘ors are his wife, Mrs.
Mame Hamilton Owen, to whom he
wais married on Jan. 6. 1934; three
sons. Gerald Owen. Murray. and
Rehna Owen and wife. Brenda. and
Feril Owen. Rt. 2. Ha/el: two

grandchildren, Tyler Owen and
Erin Owen: two sisters, Mrs. Lucille Tatum, Paducah. and Mrs. Sarah
Fowler and husband, Clarence.
Benton: one brother, John H. Owen
Jr. and wife, Eulene, Paducah.'
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. The Rev. James Garland is officiating. Music is by
Charles Hamilton. soloist. and
Dwane Jones, organist.
Pallbearers are Richard Vance.
Brent Langston. .1k B. Adams,
Willie Owen Vinson, Charles
Overcast and Calvin Key.
Burial will follow in Bethel
Cemetery. in Marshall County.

Joseph Nlansker, 71. of
109 So..:h Ifth St.. Murray. died
S-a'd.'.
2.!/4 a m. at Veterans
Cen:er. Marion, Ill.
rei:red menie. he was a
WorYd/ War 11 and
11.:2 al:ended First
G0,1
Murray.
i()19, :n
:he :on of the
and Ben!. Ann
Mansker
Sur\ ivors are his wife. Mrs.
/10.
4 Mar.sker. to whom he
r.".a771.::: Dec. 26. 196-1. three
sir s. Joseph B. Marker and wife.
C:enda. St. Louis. Mo.. Eric •Kel.ener 1:id wife. Tresa. Murray. and
Ra‘. Carl Kelleher and wife.
K:r;sport. Tenn., six grandVogel G. Outland.5. of 1 -21
John Wallace Outland and Minnie
,,e B. Mansker. James
North 12th St.. Padaaah, formerly
P. Outland.
Kel.eher. Jordan
of !slarrav. died today at 2:45 a.m.
Survivors include one daughter.
Ke .
Sieven Kelleher and
at Western Baptist Hospital. Mrs. Charlotte Rober
ts and husPaducah.
band. Dale. Paducah; two sisters.
wi.i ne 1 ,,,esday at 1
He was retired from Master Tire
Mrs. Lera Nell Edwards. Milford,
o:
Funeral Ser.% i:e at Dayton. Ohio. lie was a
Mich.. and Mrs, Rubcne Futrell.
Home of Nlarr.:v. The Rev. Jerry
member of 12th Street Baptist
Edwardsharg, Mich.: four grandliend.ey
Church. Paducah, and Hazel Lodge children, Greg
g Alan Roberts.
Na. s31 Free and Accepted Masons Rickey Dale Rober
ii);ow in. Murray
ts. Marc Randel
(.ans.
liatel.
Roberts and Curt Kendle Roberts.
fr:end.
Preceding him in death were his
call
f
Graveside rites will be Wednesfirs: wife, Mrs. Nellie Bovd Out- day at 11
4 p.m.
t•s•1,::: J.
a.m. at Murray. Memorial
land, and his second wife. Mrs. Gardens.
Loalse Weatherford Outland.
Friends may call at Miller FunerBorn Aug. 14, 1905. in Calloway al Home
'$)f Murray from 4 to 8
Cozily. he was the son of the late p.m.
Tuesday.

Vogel G. Outland

Juveniles caught
in possession
of stolen vehicle

Mrs. Edna
McReynolds

Frank Montgomery

no,j,, 92
.
sandav
l2.45
eA NJrsini: Home.

HLLIARD
LYON':

'sleRey'. A

HOG MARKET

7,461.

Kansas townspeople
reach out to
tornado victims

Final rites for Frank Montgomery were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of .1 H. Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. Nowell Bingham
and Dr. David Roos officiated.
Mrs. Oneida White was organist
and soloist.
Pa:;nearers were David Earnest
-5,1-er: L. (Tooke) Wilson. Johnny
7. John Ross. John Trotte
r.
C
C .hran. Ear! Doagla,
;7.

Y',4.7.

ew

Concord

M '7....:1 ,177.27.y..1i0. of 1619
A a....-Ntarray. died Friday at

5:10 p —

at Murray-Calloway

II: is s'.7%
h‘. three brothers..
-' ,:ricrv and wife, Dor, Ch,:rles Montgomery
wife. Ruth. Nashville. Tenn.,
.:•i Paal NIontgomery and wife.
a.
a sister-in-law.
C
'e '.! ,r.:gornery. New
Mrs. Margaret
Tenn.: two
,,:n Montgomery.
Ow...-•-oro, and Joe Montgomery.
e. three great-nieces: six

mY.

Colby Richardson
•!".

IS. of
-S.:nd.* at
cu‘t..:r.:.:d in
fia'7:7
County.

T„
=
-

7, ,;:j stor y on
page 3).
M:.er Ln,:ral Home of Murray
of funeral and
burial

Mrs. Frances Lee Jefferies
Lee .1Jferies. 65.
i.le. Tenn..
5.3fi nm. at Her.ry
Center. Paris.

Clay., .Meridian. Miss., and Ms.
Linda Jefferies, hode Island: one
stepson. Eugene Jefferies, Lakeland. Fla.
Also surviving are one sister.
P, -7..in Sheffie'.d.: Mrs. Dorothy L. Roach.. Murray;
da...i_thter of the
two brothers, L.A. Golden Jr. -and
L.A. Golden r.
Vera- Eli- Jk Golden, Springville. Tenn.: 11
za"Lnh Prcs:Jrn ("
grandchildren: 0...r greatA sej-erri;
oper- grandchildren.
ator. she was of
The funeral will be Tuesday. a:
: faith.
She is sarVived •
nasband. 11 a.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridge. Oddie Jefferies. ta ;
way Morticians. Paris, Tenn.
. om sle was
marr-ed in 957: tnree daagMers,
Pallbearers will be Russell Boyd.
•Mrs. Thomas (P4.1sy. ) Salm
NI.ch
ael Bo yd-,--To—y Odom. R.65
on.
Atlanta. Ga.. Mrs. 61/4:raid (Shirley) Wade. Rodger Alderson and Jackie
Boyd. Murray, an Mrs. chez Liners.
Burial will follow n Rose Lawn
Wilson. Memphis. Tenn.:
one son, Thomas R. W;1:.'e. Marra. Memorial Gardens. Paris.
1-wo stepdaughters, Mrs. Pa:7., a
Friends may 'call a: the 1.J:era:
home after 5 p.m. today iNlonday).
Pt :

Mrs. Massolette
Canon
vr,
- -L
I

I.

-tzarlie s Sa; 4-11
*Iscourti Pharrony

Kerry L Lamb
Farieril
r KC77 L. La:'-'
Sunday a: 2 p.m. in
of F.:be:A,: and Cann F,.neral
Home. Benton. The Rev. C C.
Brasher ofi.c.ated.
Burial was in H.:77.
r.'n.all Coanty.
3. of Pt. (#
died
1:30 p.n.: a:

aAo -, ;

•—a7k:

fore the Need Arises. .

'
L A e:t.

7aat- grand:a:Lr,.

Ij).4hty
....aded him

Sr'. '.cr arC his mother. Karen
A::n Lamb, Kt, 9. Benton: his
:..her. Kevin Lamb, Rt..4. Benton:
one hrother, Justin Dane Lamb.
grandparents. Jackie and Flora
Bnton, Donnie Lovett. Hardin.
and Mr.a nd Mrs. Gary Lamb, Benton: great-grandparents, Albert and
Josephine Ginglevvood, Washington. Texas. 'Charles and Bobbie
Darnall. and Law/ace Lamb. Benton. ana Reba Lovett. Hardin: sever,: uncles and aunts.

Wilkinson proposes referendum
on general obligation bond issue
for bc
niters t„

•

eith

York, Kelvin `r ork and Jame, Coleman

n the %-

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Ask Us About
/Forethought' Funeral Planning
OMPLETE F1 NF.HAI, Alt'i.AM,LNIENTS

Blalock-Coleman

Gm
Parts

Funeral Home, Inc.

Efficient, Dedicated Service
713 South Fourth St.

To helfryou
select a new or
better used car
or truck see..

Gene Ruhmann

Facilities
753-680y
i
641 South
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PIKEVILLE. Ky. (AP) - Go'.
W'ilkinson said Saturday
Kentucky has economic and
a Momentum, and he is proposing a general obligation bond
issue to keep it going.
W'ilkinson proposed a statewide
referendum on the issue. He said
the bonds could pay for road work,
afforda"le insurance, economic or

job development, infrastructure
improvements, tourism or any
number of _things.
"It's a very simple matter to do,
and I think the people will buy it if
it's explained properly," Wilkinson told 350 officials and community. leaders attending the fourth
annual. East Kentucky Leadership
Conference in Pikeville.

Call me about...
*Medicare Supplement
*Nursing Home or
*Health Insurance
Holton, Melugin &
Haverstock Insurance
753-3415

211 S. 12th St.

R16

Lindy T. Suiter

..;
,
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Soviet pilot says he knew
KAL plane was airliner
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
The Soviet pilot who shot down a
South Korean airliner in 1983, killing all 269 people on board, says
he knew he was firing missiles at a
commercial plane, South Korean
television reported Sunday.
The pilot, Gennady Osipovich,
had told the Soviet newspaper
lzvestia in January that Soviet military officials lied about details of
the incident. But the report on
Seoul's N1BC television was the
first quoting Osipovich as saying
he knew he was firing at a commercial plane.
The account contradicted Moscow's official stand on the downing of Korean Airlines Flight 007.
There was no immediate Soviet
reaction to the report.
The Flight 007 incident is still a
diplomatic issue between Seoul and
Moscow, which normalized relations seven months ago. President
Roh Tae-woo and Soviet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev discussed it
in talks earlier this month.
On Sept. 1, 1983, the Boeing
747, on a flight from New York to

Seoul, was shot down after straying
into Soviet air space. All 269 people on board were killed.
The Soviets initially kept silent
about the incident, but then alleged
the plane had been on a spy
mission.
Moscow said the South Korean
plane had no markings indicating
that it was a commercial jet, and
that a Soviet jet fighter had fired
warning tracers before launching a
missile attack.
Osipovich said matter-of-factly
in the MBC interview that he fired
two missiles at the plane. The
Korean network, which translated
his remarks from Russian and gave
subtitles, quoted him as saying he
knew at the time that it was a commercial aircraft.
However, in the lzvestia article
published in January, he was
quoted as saying he did not know
he had shot down a commercial jetliner until he returned to base.
Osipovich retired from the military several years ago and now
resides in a southern Soviet village.
He was interviewd at his home.

Kentuckians wore both blue
and gray at battle of Perryville
lido)controller

and N.CR holding racks were
for equipment used with the hospital's tele‘i donated by the 1uxiliary
sion channel which pros ides
information to patients ‘ia their room TVs.
Voluntei.rs pictured left to
right are: Nell Smith and Kenneth Cook
.

BLON DIE

PERRYVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Borde
r state Kentucky erected tall
.1he kuxiliary also donates playground equipment
to the hospital's Child monuments to troops on both sides
Care Center. The center pros ides care for
the children of hospital in the battle of Perryville.
employees. olunteers pictured on one of the new
slides are from top to
Kentuckians wore both blue and
hominy Marcia Dillon, %label Gallagher and
George Paradise.
gray at Perryville, scene of
the
state's bloodiest Civil War combat.
Here in October, 1862, Yankee
troops stopped Rebel invaders and
kept Kentucky in the Union fold.
: CAN EMEM13Ef:2
Gen. Simon Bolivar Buckner of
NHEN
SE--1"1.-E
Hart County commanded part of
=02
roc.c4=o
Gen. Braxton Bragg's 17,000-man
Confederate army. Gen. Thomas L.

Read the
want ads daily

KENTUCKY
BACKROADS
By Berry
Craig
—

Crittenden, a Russellville native,
led a corps in Gen. Don Carlos
Buell's 22,000-man Union army.
Crittenden's father, Sen. John J.
Crittenden, tried to save the Union
and stave off the Civil War by
THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
compromise. Another Crittenden
son, George B. Crittenden, was a
Confederate general.
The twin monuments at Perryville Battlefield State Historic Site in
Boyle County seem to symbolize
Kentucky's role in American's
CALVIN and HOBBES
bloodiest war. No state was more
s
' 514E5
divided than Kentucky, birthplace
rrs IrkipS!
•
DON'
'
of U.S. President Abraham Lincoln
1
1 tiNME
ft4
".
-;•
and Jefferson Davis, president of
- ••
,)(J.F.7 r;IIE
Confederacy.
the
ME -TPE
Too,
there's scarcely an old
'
I MUSIIY
cemetery in Kentucky that doesn't
AP4LES!
hold the earthly remains of Yanks
and Rebs, some of them from the
same families.
Indeed, many of the state's famous families were divided. One of
Henry Clay's sons was a Confederate officer; grandsons of the
"Great Compromiser" were on
both sides.
Ex-Vice President John C.
PaZA! CANN
CHIPS
ON SCHEDULE...FOUR 11
Breckinridge of Lexington was a
WEEKS UNT'i.. Su.nrnsu IT 5E.A5014,
Confederate general and secretary
CHEE5 BOWS! FRIES!
AND THE "SCREAMING CALORIES"
of
war. His uncle, the Rev. Robert
BROWNIES!
HAVE MIGRATED TO TD‘oN AND
CUPCPKES
&RAV
Breckinridge, was a leading
/MOVED INTO Mv NEIGHBORUnionist.
'm starting to feel dependent."
HOOD FOR THE SUMMER
Ou(ET !!
One of Robert Breckinridge's
sons was a Yankee officer. Two
other sons were Rebel officers.
William C.P. Breckinridge captured his Yankee brother, Joseph,
during the battle of Atlanta in
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
1864.
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"We walked and slept and
talked freely together," Johnson
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Notice
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Notice

Lease For Less at
DWA4N TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Corsica LT, equipped
8145992 S24960 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
-Pius Tax, Title & License
48 lb. Closes End Lease

Notice

FOR LEASE:
3000 sq. ft. of retail
space. Bel Air Center,
corner location.
Call 753-4751
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

'EARN EXTRA INCOME•
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing 1991 Travel brochures For more information send a stamped
addressed envelope to A-1
Travel, P.O
Box
430780-B1 South Miami,
FL 33143

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

ALLIANCE

RACTOR- TRUER inalkiNG 09,4Ts
LMIINON.T

,'VARD for intorator leadr g to the arrest
-Inicony.oton of person or
;ersons steal-rig 2-800
steel white roll up doors and
. 31t steel doors and
-a-:es !tom bulding site on
• • .4
233 Contact Eddie
'.."z•gan 759-4547 or Sher-s otos
MATHIS
TRANSMISSION
-Specializing
in
front wheel drive.
overdrive, foreign
l& domestic. 12
• months or 12xxx
mile warranty.
624 N. 4th
Murray. Ky.
753-6374

JO-ANS Vaneoes on the
square is opening a do-dad
corner Glass and collectabies Check it out, you
may find what you want
753-9569

3\APitti

All Brands

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-•ee ,oca

sor..cer

MRS THERESA psychic
reader and adviser can
help through all problems
Call for appointment
502-554-7904

753-1713

'-500-432-9346
RES.:,ACES

,43,4

et.‘ice \tanager
-s and
•r‘ ice Technician
•

e:

t

Kentucky it
Fried
Chicken'
is looking for
bright
enthusiastic management trainees for
Murray and Mayfield. Ky. & Millington,
Tn.
Apply in person
2-4 p.m. Mon.Thurs.

Immediate Opening

.:.
'

.

ttview

Nursing Home

iNiri.t.

s the
as AC..

.!)!!)C7 of

.

Thi.

of

EMBLERS Exceilen
• me to asserr4le proo.:ts from your home
4 646 1700 Dept

viecliare

.kc also pa.-"-% of the
Part-B

=232'
••

4,,TO frame machine operator 759-4782 days
489-2255 nights

, 71

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

AVON needs 10 representatives Free make-up cem•
puter fur -those who qualify
Call for details 753-0171
BACK by popular demand
House of Lloyd Party plan is
hiring supervisors for your
area No investment Call
1-800-264-2166

rst n. tie Federal SaNinv
Building
i. :laim ;er.ice"

7/1 /:,--.t's as easy as
c•..)sts
-only

-e-

in your
and can be as

WILL do house cleaning or
Sit with elderly Call after
7pm 753-1016

much fun as a
of

WILL wash and wax mobile
homes Call Starks
Brothers Mobile Home
Parts and Supplies
753-2922 753 2753

zz.., full

') A little 1:

100

Business
Opportunity

in classified, that's what!

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
Family business available
in Murray, area Part time
possible Income to
$51,000 with parent company subsidy Sell for
825.000 CASH Serious inCitifies only call Corporate
1-800-277-5650 or
1-800-733-5650

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
753-1916 or 753-1917
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NOW renting extra large
2br Water furnished
$.315'mo 753 3530 after
3pm
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO

STANDING Rusty Roan
Image AQHA Red roan
stallion good conformation,
lots of chrome Skipper W clay gray bred Stud fee
$150 901 24 7-5350
evenings

5 MONTH old female AKC
collie $100 436-5897
FEMALE Boxer 24 yrs old
with papers 753-0164
HAVE an obedient sate
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436 2858

UNIVERSITY view condo
style apartment 2br, central HA, appliances. microwave $400 mo 753-8096.
753-2633

JACK Russell Terrier puppies Excellent pedigree
Shots and wormed
502-395-4483

Houses
For Rent

REGISTERED Chinese
Shar Pei puppies $350
and up 492-8792

MuST sell 12.70 3br 2
bath Needs some ,e,par
753-9413

2BR house appliances
furnished $250 mo Nonsmokers preferred
Deposit/references re
quirecl 437-4931

30 WOODED rolling acres
northwest Calloway
County Building site
dozed landscaped Mature
timber $22.500 365-0145
5-9pm

Mobile
Homes For Rent

AVAILABLE May 4br 2 bath
brick, central H A. appliances $500'mo. deposit Coleman RE 753 9898

37'e ACRES Clarks River
bottom ground Power
well, building site $25 000
365-0145 5-9pm

Business
Rentals

1- 5 I, rs

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of .quality
homes
all prices
753-1222 toll free
1-800-251 HOME Ext
711L

• n.

'nia

12.9 apartmer: 1 block
1r:,•1 Un,!•ers t! No pets::
751 5992

V. 4

Plazx roc,
ea W'e a s z
p:ay isa!S.2
tag
y
Ccast

5.;
.

I

.
er:
'!!

4,7 7...)
7

2 .12- sc-'e
catiostor
co69ea
a.e •ed
cc!..-tagsn
stc,
es 1cr 55: ea
18SO
`aci:1 bytio
stores .13
Iza-,r.
7E..2; ;!!!!!;-..1
NE
gets 2:."
c5
3
ea Tc:,
$1 794_,a
sz 41 o
bag :'y 1' '9e-- As
*ga'
Cr
Aza:ea s a-e -," 52 9= ea
-':ware-753 6604
P

A per
'est?Ar., r:
y
'1 Ca
r.oter se•ts.'
pigs
cats
,ok
zyzas. veg
eta'.
,a-.
oi
-

2BR energy e”.cient
ex New paint dxtra
--:ean Central HA, app • arses Available now
'...s•ema•-i RE 753-9898

wLLTOF Hr.
3tedrel. IL
garage. .1
F ut trees
acres $2
able 502 47:
_
HC-SE
C
aCr!:S. 3h,rotr
tral gun rat
or t,•s: rear
429 2362

$31

3br 2 I
t.' ••• •, Hrt,gti
.
r
riot
3903
_
r
yl!
stove reteg
acres 4 outt
hte. 4 in:es s
n caved to

Apply at
217 S. 12th St. Murray

apartment
a: pets $1.90 wtn water
a, sewage; furnished
.1'90 deposit
I Call 753-8477

DON'T YOU THINK ITS TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORTH?
We !hen(lorry% can as a represersanve song qs.ranceanc other

^,a,
cha service products tor The Prudential You'll tie working tor one of
"re'X pest c.ornaaries toW fo( • YOU!! gag SOWd t'aIntrl stare-dale
szoort a correxer*nsse CO(Verea1,0r, pad age and 00:01%nr!y

A EAND new brick clup:‘,. 2tr. ac. gas heat. all
, ances No pets
753 7668 or - 759-4703
r•,;".ts

,ir.rniad tiarningS gr0.01)

REPO
\

cal: me today Rex Many' 3553 Paw Plaza RC '
7-atice Ky 420C1 1 600 264-0950
'X osia SntiweNaa
Sal rce, 1,1 0 4a...1 art
ail Group
'ScP.
p‘X•shat
Jar MeiC Son hc Now '
,or. ,9es
Bo a pen of The Rock"
ar sal vocrunav wok..
,
C13 inlOfTpabOP

FLPINISHED apartments
efficiency 1&2 bedroom
and sleeping rooms Also
rer.ting for May ;immer
Apts S titth St
753 6609

ThePrudential
VW 'Ns

aNria Nuance

AMIN(a

a

2

ray c-

-

NOW OPEN

v. y

Cr,
:

•

••.....,••••••.

MURRAY SHOE REPAIR
106 N. 4TH STREET
9 a.m.-5 p.m. SATLIWAY 10a.m.-1

Resi
tie

p.m.
Shoe Repair While-U-Wait

K.

orthopedics,shon limb build-upy, med, lad, wedging, mctbars,
leather clyeinvoLrepc soles, hallsoles, fullsoles, mcns heels, ladies lifts.
Shoe shines in 30 min or less. Rebuilding cowboy boots, belts and purses
.ixed on the spot! Laces, polishes, trees, stretchers, zipper
repairs,
luggage repair, all repairs made in shop.

Tern

Custom

Come On In
And See Me
Bill
502-759-1983

•••••,•• ". •

days
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3B11 brick !
east 13E0s
acre woodei
and serhc
436 2742

22,;,
- furnished

•

C.•

3BR 2 bat
livingroorn v
Large kitot
painted cab
stoye 20x2
with wc!:1
built ins S
parer arel ci
tile paho E
Wa!i,.r.g
p.1-g
'
t
nably pr
753 2206

The Sonic Drive-In in Murray, Ky. is looking
for a few good people. Must be neat,
courteous. friendly. Above average pay for
above average people. Flexible hours.

28R duplex in Westwood
5295 mo 759 4406

•‘
••••

•

or

y

Call 75
appointmen

VILme-tire

. .

••

3BR 2 , E
west of ?V
Estates La
room with f
room playr
garage C
paved drive
blevision A
cluded Pei

2BR Cur,iex with carpet
Extra nice washerdryer
-.co..ap Central HA
wood 753 4487

0 ••
•• •
•
,• _

3600sq ft
Brick 5br
ivo'aded lo
'lgas) $111
value Br
759 188
753 3509

• €58 35

51711//ff

2E-R apaftment in Northac.,d $265 mo 753-3964

2811 1 bath
2 12.12
1,44x114
753 8334

corre

1 or 2 ipedroor apartment
"534109

•

3BR 14 b.
mobile ho
Shores ;
near lake
$8000 C
erty in Ci'
Estate
7533203

•

Oril minutes from town! 3 bedroom, 1
bath brick, 1 car carport, large lot. Priced
at S45,000.00. Call Roberts Realty at
753-1651.
Reduced To S42,000

Apartments
For Rent

BOB kiAL
Sales ar
Roberts F
or 469 22,

KENTUCKY
'shied 3br 2 t

32i

ST-

soa z•e!
zt
'•

KITCHEN table and chairs
$150 3 piece living room
su.t excellent cond,fion
$550 2 end tables S100
bedroom suite $175
753 4312

•

NICE 3br stove and refrigerator furnished Half of
the utilities Across from
MSU $450'mo deposit
No pets 105 N 16th
753-1953 days, 753-0870
nights

MORGAN horse sale 2
proven brood mares 1-3yr
753-7187
old filly
evenings

a•s

•.;
r
st.-- -cs at:
a
s.i.,er dollars.
prr/ot sets
S arid foreign
SOMA queen size cc,,es art coin supplies
waterbed $300 life time Coins and stamps are great
hobbies they also make
warranty Call 753-2367 af
wonderfui g.11s and investter 4pm weekdays
ments Visit us today at the
Ox-Yoke Ant,que Store
(Haze!) Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray).
Antiques
the Mercantile (Aurora)and
ANTIQUE chest of drawers the Book Shelf
(Parts) We
with mirror Refinished
buy coins and stamps and
753-9986 3pm 9pm
appraise estates
502 753-4161
170
TOPSOIL
pickup or we
Vacuum
deliver 753 0277 or
Cleaners
759-1090 Welch Sand and
ELECTROLUX vacuum
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo
power nozzle and attach
Ky
merits Completely re built
TOP
Soil good rich dirt
Call 502-462-3388
Ideal for yards and plant
KIRBY Vacuum and attach- beds 759 1828 753-24
46
ments like new Call Bogard Trucking
& Exca
502-462 3388
%rating Inc

•

NICE 1 2 3br apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also 1-3br house. 1 -4br
house WD hook-up Day
9-5 753-6111, night
753 0606

RENT or rent to
2b
mobile home in Pirates
Cove Recreational Deve
looment near Avora Ky
Recreational fa: ,ties
JOHN Lyons Horse Traina yailabie to renters or own
ers For nformat ce call ing Seminar April 30, 1991,
Murray State University
753 2613
1-800-877-1302
SHAD4 Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas V.a • -; dis
tance to colege -53 5209

Bogard
rucking &

2 PONIES 13 2H. 9yr old
sorrel, 12.2H, 8yr old black
and white pinto Well mannered, trail ridden, shown
hunterjumper Sorrel pulls
cart $500 ea 2 western
saddles, 15.4 " $150 and
$300 One English childs
Stubben all purpose
saddle
$ 200
502-382-2773

NEW large apartment with
appliances Quiet neighbors Utility room, central
airgas heat Super low utilities Gas water heater
$385,mo 753-8828

2 BATHROOM 4 bedroom
1623 Loch Lomond
$500,mo plus deposit Coleman RE 753-9898

24`,
. PERRY travel trailer
se,f-contained skirted ins._.eated underpinned Ex
reent cond tion brick pato prvacy fence See at
Srodans Trailer Court 94E

_

3 P,EC,E BR suite with or
without mattress Approx
1,
, yrs old Good condition Must see to appreciate 759-9852 after 5pm

MI%

- -.
..
.. i . .••
.... i

2:22.

treec.
Sra:lfz•z•

•

a

14•53 2E.,
bath
,3.ectr.c V.' 0 hookup
r1^L`C ..ocated Rivi
era Cts Lot 7 389 0141

• C-ure
-;
€,2 %eels sz-i,
4e= :4732

•

•
•••

•

es dryer 2. ,
as.
toppers lz p -;
tchera : J.!
evvas-er 753 758-„

NOW hiring in housekeep- QUEEN s;ze sleeper sofa
oodertutcher table arid 4
lag department Must apply
in person at'Shoneys Inn chars e' t'oy e Hodywooc
beds
4 e: 9 2,98 o. •
NURSES aid full time 753-66'3
11prn-7arn Prefer exper
lienced but will train STEEL TOE wor• boots `z•
PAGtC'E,,
Housekeeping expercie men and h
a p-us Pleasant atmo cie
sphere Apply in person Pants a Fern Terrace Lodge 1505 Sport Stadiu
Ky om View Dr Murray Mayfie-o
SUNTAN t-..r>.!- -53 34,?,;.-.•
PERSON needed for medi TAND •
cal office part-time .Fiexbie outer ,v-tr -Lt.; c•og•a
-f
hours Filing etc p-21.7,r5 $490 759
week Medical background
helpful but riot necessary TANDY Ti,, 2
Mail resume to PO Box tem pr.nter a- z
.••
1040.1 Murray Ky 42071 20meg ha-:
disk 8028€
SALES Person
Local sor 640K 'a- 43- 4%--.:3•
company needs someone
vs00:2, 3-with some sales expen
ence and knowledge in sond!tioClop Ford !,-.;
plumbing and building ma
S
536",
terials Myers Lumber Co 753 4383 z•
500 S 4th
Murray
753-6450

MAG S Errand Service of
fers housesitting grocery
shopping postal arid banking needs etc 753-9630
Mon-Fri 8-5 References

to

1980 14.60 mobile home
2tz,r stoye refrigerator air
cced t.zeer and 2 decks
Car. after 5pm

PROM dresses 759 4,03

Situation
Wanted

Sale

1969 12.50 MOBILE home
2br Murray area Reworked
and part.ally furnished
$3000 898-7151

753-1152
MURRAY. KY.

SE:
1.• •
152, s ze 12 E•
•:•- 1'5 436 5 -7,1'

CRCER
'or y zy
"5 S

LAWNS mowed Oa.'y
work for lowest possible
price
References
753-6986

causes your

Mobile
Homes For

Top Soil

a day,

'attracts a

Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones

11. ii

Murray Rental
. & Sales
ratf, M ad,,M

uttracts readetz like a

j

GE 25' color console Excellent condition
436-5650

Y

‘111.I.10N‘iREs
.
l.lri'saIRES P\(,JI k\*Nr Y • It 1( I.
t RRal

•
W. :• • • :

REWARD- Lost dog Small
z•!:!ivr Chihuahua No cola• Center Ridge area near
,ape 436-2402 or collect
5'5-790-0947 after 5pm

Lighted
Driving Range
Miniature Golf

c.t. 354 6075,

Immediate Position
For Parttime
Shop Machinist
Exp

• DMBILIT\ MEDICARE
I !ANENT INSURANCE

SHARP copiers Author
ized dealer for sales ser
vice, supplies parts and
rental units Local corn
pany Call 1-800 248 4319

Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts

BASECALL !Lacs 43:2
$553 '7 deeo 'reeze 1
759.953- a'ter 6cr-

PREP COOk lady is wanted
▪e
Job pays $4 50 per hour S z •
Please apply in person at
Majestic Royale Holiday 432 .6.343
inn
LAWN 1-

:.t.

PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Investigations. Southside Shopcenter. Suite 8102,
Murray 753-2641

Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages

Livestock
& Supplies

WOODEN storage build- NEW duplex 2br
2 baths
ings 8x16 starts at $1095. Garage with auto
opener,
1016 $142450 1224' appliances plus
microwave
$2395 Other sizes avail- furnished $450.mo
tyr
able Acree Portable Build
lease Northwood Dr No
irigs 502-247 78,31
pets 753-2905
Business
Services

LPN CMA or MLT needed FARM or acreage apc•o.
for busy physicians office 10 acres .- in Callovvay
Send resume with refer- Graves County 435 4147
ences to PO Box 1040B
JUNK cars and trucks
Murray, Ky 42071
437-4087
13 IMMEDIATE OPENUSED and antique furni
INGS NEED a job? A
ture glass, tools owls
GED? Hope for the fUture?
901-642-6290
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma. 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the 1978 FORD LTD New
Western Kentucky Private tires new vinyl top Very
Industry Council- JTPA good condition 1967
Call JTPA Out Of School Chevy short stepside hit in
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
front end Good engine
8a m -11 30a m
Good parts 14tt Moore
craftboat 15hp Evinruge
NEEDED energetic well orDepth finder 2 seats
ganized person with above
436-5648
average typing secretarial
skills Position is with local 386 TOWER Computer
company and starts as 25MHZ,80meg hard drive
part-time secretary Send EGA color monitor. 1 2 meg
resume to PO Box 10400 5
drive has software on
Murray, Ky 42071
hard dri,e
$1995
354 6600
NEED full-time cooks waitresses dishwasher 86 YZ250 $1200 85
kitchen help Experience Honda Goldwing loadec
only Apply in person Ann's 21 00C rn
-$50CC 2 e- a Country Kitchen 641 Hwy spa good COndllOn
A.ter 6pre 436-26 Hazel Ky 492-8195

Ward-Elkins

sPECIAL NEEDS
opTio,• PROGR 4 %I
•

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree information call

VCR Service

Contact Video Elite
, 618-524.3388

178

Apwtivients
For Rent

Miscellaneous

GOLF clubs(mens and womons) Mens Palmer Axiom irons (sw-3 iron) 1yr
old, also women s Powerbilt countess irons (PW 3
iron) For more information
call Tim at 753 8355 during
day or 753 5904 at night

Local sandwich & yogurt business. Exc.
business opportunity.

CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each We
remove 527-2932

HIRING 1st and 2nd shift
Welders and general help
328-8980

CANCER
INSURANCE

Close
to
Court
Square on 5th St
$160 00 per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information

e
fudge DC"
ocokes
' E th. 51 DO per
2 'or $2 50 to
Reepes PO
42020

320

Sports
Equipment

EXPERIENCED waitress
needed No phone calls
please Apply in person
Mon-Fri 2pr4i-5pm Males- ANTIQUES by the piece o .
Dc Royale Holiday Inn Hwy collections Cali 753-9433
after 5pm
641S Murray

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

TWO homes to be removed
"orn present sites at 201
Eighth Streat and
721 Poplar Street Will sell
-,;hest bidder Time limit
On reMOval For more infor-nation call or see administrator Murray-Calloway
Do Hospital 762-1101

Business
Opportunity

Wanted
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CLASSIFIEDS

430
/190

Reel

Used
Cars

BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489 2266

Reduced to sell
3237 Sq. Ft.
Under Roof

38R 1*,; bath on Broad 2br
mobile home in Pine Bluff
Shores 3br central 1-4 A
near lake 2br on Ash St
$8 COO Commercial prop
erty in c,ty Wilson Real
Estate 302 S
12th
753 3263

28;1 1 bath 4 car shop w.tr
2 12r12 rooms Lot
144x114 2 rr'.'es on 94E
753 8334

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

New 4 BR nome Large
family
room,
LR,
krtcherildining combination, utilrly room, 3
baths, lots of closets
double garage. concrete
uouble driveway Patio,
sidewalks, carpel, oak
parquet floors, range
dishwasher energy efficient, large wooded lot

CARS
99 Toyota Carn.....„.....111,987
99 Toyota Corolla .......$8,987
3;,,r1t GreedA '1.417
?and Prix LE .1,917
89 Toyota Cary.
89 Toyota Cellica Gi.....'10.987
'89 Cressida.....„.........
TM Toyota Corolla CL........7.397
33 Honda Prelode.„...
35 PIO 825
B:11 Part Aye .....
'31 Toyota Cressida
13 Chevy Craro, '7937
18 Toyota Cam.......
'18 Pont Bonne.
17 Mustang Cony
89487
'87 Hond Accord
97 BUW .......... '11187
'37 Toyota Co •. ... _1,917

489-2126
Nights 4439-2387

3630sq ft UNDER roof OWNER finance available
Brick 5br 3 bath 1 acre 2br basement central H C
wooded lot Central H C (gas) Bob Perrin RE
'(gas) $118 0')0 appraised 759-1881
evenings
value Bob Perrin RE 753-3509
759 1881
evenings
PRICE reduced' 3br brick 1
753 3509
acre with workshop Call for
3BR 2 , BT home 3 mi details Bob Perrin RE
west of Murray in Oaks 759 1881
evenings
Estates Large kit & family 753 3509
worn with fireplace Dining
bedroom
room playroom utility, and THREE
1- bath. brick excellent
garage Central H AC
condition on quiet street in
paved drive city water, ca
city Central gas heat living
blevision All appliances in
cluded Perfect for young room dining room kitchen
famil or retired couple' utility room large sunroom
Call 753 8151 for paved driveway carport
detached garage or workappointment
shop fenced backyard
3BR 2 bath brick Large Lots of extras Call
Ineingroorn with dining area
753-1893, Chuck Foster
Large kitchen with white
paintc.d cabinets Genn Air
stc,e 20.28 tani-iy room
470
with wcodctove lots of
built iris Shutters wallMotoeeyeles
parer and ckit.ng fans Nice
1987 BANSHEE $1300
tile patio Energy efficient
759-1142
di -,taiice to shop
pr• g 0.. et stfriet cleaso
nably pr.ced
/80
Call
753 2206
'Auto
Services
3874 brick 4 ol ',-!s south
east 13€0so ft 1 bath 1 NEW and used tires Key
acre wooded lot new well Auto Parts Hwy 1215
and se:;t•c
d $40 s 753 5500
436 2742
I-40're Must sell
3bedrrr. lbath attached
garage. 4 out buildings
Fruit trees On Hale Rd
acres 525.000 negoti
able 502 436 2010
Ha-SE In country on 1'.
acres 3f-,4drm 1tatri cen
ea' ga
& a.r $28 500
or 1 - 1 rea,onab!e otter
48'
K,E••'_OKY lake4le.w turn
is • ".!br 2 bath sundeck
wri •
basement
8T
corner lot South of
$38 COO negoti
able 6.58 3558
'.EW 3br 2 bath house in
`-':1•• • Heght1,4 Lots of stor
ag.e
row and p•,•. your
.rit;erior coicrs
Cali
753 3903
NE -LI decorated 2br
house vinyl siding carport.
stove refrigerator on 9
acres 4
satel
!le 4 rVes soutri of Murray
on caved road 759 1110

"-Y

tk,f

8"2.".1 LX
X

r
-!i.

v‘,417
35 hir: Cotory Part „ 987
85 Chevy Celebriti.,„_.....'2,417
15 Bud( Peek
487
14 Toy. Tercel SR5 . '2,917
84 Lid( Rept__ '1"487
117:in C104
12 C*1 Mottle Cart 2 ;87
'82'40 Corolla ..
73'
Voisweder Reit' 'T

1973 CHEVY Impala
$600 489 2273

TRUCKS
'89 Toyota Lrdniser 15,187
19 Toyota Excab 44 10487
19 Pod Rrger
89 Choy S19
'1787
'18 Fad F•359 Van '8717
1 Toyota 4 krtner....... 11,487
18 PIrroul`l Voyager 19417
17 boy, SR5 4 Rprer .'19,987
'87 Mazda
87 Toyota 1 Ton.
1.987
85 Fld F150 XLT 414 '7,997
84 Toyota 404............. 1,987
'34 Jeep Cherokee

1974 VOLKSWAGON
Super Beetle Good body
and fenders Not running
$300 753 4389 753-5960
1975 GRAN Torino AC
pb os intermittent wiper
59 500 original miles
$1200 436 2639
1976 PLYMOUTH Valiant
Runs great No damage
$250 759 4780
1979 OLDSMOBILE blue
4 door fully equipped qe
good shape 753 5114 or
753 7947
1979 VOLVO 242DL 4
speed blue runs great
436 2174 evenings
1981 CHEVY Citation
33xxx actual miles V-6
auto, ps/pb, ac 753-3742

Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen. Mgr.

TOYOTA

530

Santa
Mewl

1983 MUSTANG GT
Local, one owner, low
miles Excellent condition
759-4018
1989 RED Camaro RS 1tops, loaded, V-8.
19,000mi Excellent condition $8000 753-6326,
753-5094
82 TOYOTA Celica GT liftback 5 speed, gray/black,
loaded, excellent condition
$3000 489-2486
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist. Dixieland
Center, I block from MSU
dorms
PC!•4CH 45 5225 15th Anniversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. Music Murray's
Rockford-Fosgate authonzed
dealer. Dixieland Center
Chestnut Si 753-0113.
1979 FORD LTD very dependable and reliable used
car Call after 3pm
753-3510,

Yens
1978 FORD Van Clean
354-6075

BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhogging
436-5430

1983 CHEVROLET 1 ton
dually 4 door all chrome
454 engine, 4 speed Good
shape $7500 527-7411 or
527-1869, ask for Doug

WILL mow yards Reasonable rates Free estimates
No iob to large or to small
474 2300

CUSTOM KJTCHEN CABINETS
CUST041 WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753 0606 after 5pm

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

-Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Behold Bu,ny Breac
753-5940

TOTAL lawn service Free
estimate 436-2744

4
1111.1

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning servicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5.
Mon -Fn., 9-2pm Sat
753 0530

REMODELING and con
crete work Experience and
references 759 9254
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474-2307

04111.111

----414
,

IlriJ .J11:1:NA111 J1

ill
Service on all brands: window air conditiont 1 -,
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryer, microwaves - dishwashers .gas & electric rani., -

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Kelvinator-Eraerson-Brown I

WILL bushhog and do
blade work Reasonable
prices 492-8722

*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 435-4169

753-5341 or 753-1270

14.21•411britten, Inc.]

WILL do yard work and odd
jobs of any kind No lob too
small 759-4401

lee

1911 CAMPER Fully
equipped Bathroom with
large shower $1800 Airconditioner 14000btu
energy saver, 110/120V
753-6481

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

2811 CAMPER trailer air
conditioned, needs some
repair Cheap $2950
759-1882 leave message

CUSTOM garden tilling
with Troy &It reartine tiller
Small size garden $.40 and
up 436-2003

Now that we are entering, our "garage sale season," we
want you to he informed on our policies.

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re-roofs. Written guarantee Local references
753-5812

17ft SEARS canoe arid
trolling motor. $250
759-4158

LICENSED for electric
gas. refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at
435-4425

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to he paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call. 753-1916 or come by

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

Murray
Ledger & Times

classified department

GRAVEL, dirt, sand white
rock, and all type hauling
Call Kenney Travis
759-1039

1988 RIVIERA Cruiser, 24'
deluxe, full furniture, cus- GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and comI.EISI ItE WATERFRONT DREAMING
tom equipped for fishing,
mercial continuous gutters
1989 Johnson -88 W/T&T,
with this well-constructed two bedroom
with hiorn tor easy expansion. Sit on your porch
bought new 5/89 $10,500 installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
1980 BUICK Stationwa- OBO 753-3648
,r pail() arid gale across your gentle sloping lawn to
for free estimate
gon Small V8. all power.
I.:,.i,tucky Lake.
auto with air Good me- 1989 ALUMINUM 17ft G W CONSTRUCTION
,
chanically Fisherman's Traveler bass boat with Gerald Walters roofing
401'ip
Mariner
motor
New
711 Main
special 753 4448 after
753-1=2
MK trolling motor. Eagle painting, vinyl siding, all
5pm
kinds of remodeling Phone
LCR Excellent condition
489-2267
1980 HONDA Prelude 5 $5800
Call collect
speed air, sunroof $1000
502-247-8462
HADAWAY Construction
753-9778
1990 STARCRAFT 24ft Home remodeling, paint)1( sAI,F, 'If THE HIGHEST BIDDER:
ing wallpaper, carpentry
1985 CORVETTE excelpontoon deluxe. 1990 Merfloor covering No tob too
lent
condit
ion
cury
90hp,
trailer, trolling
S-burban, ILPICS26SF210002
901-644 0160 after 6pm
motor 12/24 foot control, 2 small 436-2052
•
Rumbler Camping Trailer,
fishing seats. grill, AM/FM HAULING, yard work, tree
11.10:-•;212761252
1985 OLDSMOBILE Ca
cassette, full furniture All removal. mowing Free es
lam Blue 2 door loaded,
new condition 436-5684
timates 759-1683
F • iv, May 3. 1991 - 11 00 AM.
61,000 miles $3750 Call
759-4808
after
6pm
39 HOUSE Boat Living INSULATION Blown In By
i!.•
:it the Dee4 Bank of Hazel
room kitchen/galley, bed- Sears TVA approved
1 rkmw kt 'File Suburban add Camper can be
1988 RED Mustang conroom and bath. air- Save on those high heating
t' 'ni-ri.ing of sale at Dees Bank. For
vertible GT 39,000 miles
conditioned Excellent boat and cooling bills Call Sears
- 1! . 1r int.:• •1, intact
$11,900 Will trade
Dees Bank, 492-h136:
753-3701 1601 Loch at a great price $15,000 753-2310 for free estimate
753-6487
Lomond
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
530
grain formica all colors
Services
Free estimates Wulff's Re
Offered
covery. Murray 436-5560
MR Chimney Chimney LAWNMOWING Depend
cleaner 492-8561
able person 753-7027
APPLIANCE REPAIRS A LICENSED electrical
Factory trained by 3 major contractor JAMES C GALmanufacturers Most parts LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
in stock, on my truck All mercial and residential fast
work and parts warranted courteous and efficient ser
Ask for Andy at The Ap- vice 759-1835
pliance Works, 753-2455
k4OODY'S mower repair
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Pickup and delivery All
Kenmore, Westinghouse work guaranteed
Whirlpool 30 years experi- 753-5668
ence Bobby Hopper,
MOWING sobs wanted in
436 5848
Murray Call Britt 753-9366
BACKHOE Service - ROY after 4pm
HILL Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience MOWING, ROTO-TILLING
Septic system, drive ways in towel only Will take limhauling, foundations. etc ited number of small to
Auction held jointly with
medium sae yards for 91
759-4664
season 753-0611
BLOCK, brick concrete fin
ithing Basements foot- MURRAY Fence Co Chan
ings, garages drives. knk fence, dog kennels re
Tem Paschall - Broker
walks 30yrs experience sxtenbal. common:lel Free
502-753-5814
13yrs in Murray area estimates 753-9785 or
Dan liller - i‘uctioneer
502-435-4144
753 5476 Charles Barnett 753-3254
OF MURRAY
515 S 12th
Phoie
Murray, KY
753-1961

Dial-A-Service 1
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Kopperud Realty

Poison Control
753-7588

REPOSSESSED VEHICLEIS.4LE

litoi,

.em.

Commercial
and
Residential

›ez:-

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service

Murray -Calloway County Hospital
762-1100

Rt. 8. Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071

DESIGN SYSTEMS GROUP

Calloway County Fire 8 Rescue Squad

-Custom Home Plans
-New Home Construction
-Custom Remodeling

753-6952

(502) 759-1487

Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks r'--•..,„0:
Iii., ,.....5.
& Sewers

(ravel -Sand 4%hiterock •Topsoil Dirt
Rt. 3, Box 344-H, Murray, K. 42071

502-759-1039

.

489-2470

‘‘avne Higgins Backhoe Service

Tues. April 30, 10 a.m. at Sue &
Charlie's Restaurant in Aurora
K. on Hwy. 68 & 80. Known for
many years for its fine fish
dinners & service.

••

759-4685

.,

Mitchell Paving
0...

call:

.4•1 zpon•ace
Hauling •Din Gravel .White rock •Excavaung -Seal Cueing
Rt. 4 Bs 257, Rt. 8 Bs. 515, Murray

753-1916

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad

Fr.. Eamok,.

15021 753-1537 or 753-1221
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Remodeling, garages, decks. porches, concrete
4ork, chain link fences. Home maintenance.

Terry Paschall Real Estate

..

I

ALPHA BUILDERS

Septic. Tanks & Sewers
Coll l'c Anytime

Terms: 10% down day of sale - Bal. in 30
days with passing of deed.

••

Phone
15021759-1835

Travis Trucking .40,1, RANDY NEALE

Absolute Real Estate &
Restaurant Pmuipment Auction

•••••

FREE puppies 436-2507
after 5pm

CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191

Campers

1984 CHEETAH ski boat
161. ft 120hp Mercruser
stern drive Life Jackets/
accessories included
$4000 negotiable
345-2520

WILL mow lawns and do
other lawn work 436-2528

DAVID Palmer Steer
Loader Service 20yrs experience Can accommodate jobs in tight places
502 489-2181
or
5.02753-4181

QUALITY lawn mowing
with references 437-3046

YARD Work Mowing, trimming, odd lobs of any kind
Free estimates 753 8463

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Proles
sional service Glen Bebber
759-1247, leave message

510

CAMPER top for small
LWB pickup Fiberglass
Sliding front window $275
OBO 753-4359

WILLIAMS Concrete Fin
ishing Service Low prices
Free estimates 354-9397

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petitive cost Free esti
mates without obligation
Day or nite. 753 5484

BULLDOZING and backhoe work Call after 4pm
354-8161
Financing
available

1987 SILVERADO Chevrolet 350 fuel injection,
36,000 miles, SWB been
lowered Can be seen at
Gene & Jos Florist $7000
753-4320

Services
Offered

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753 2674

BUILDER, new homes, ROGER Hudson rock haul
garages, additions, remod- ing gravel, sand dirt. drive
eling, framing decks pa- way rock 753-4545
tios, solar green houses, 753-6763. 759-1823
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753-0563 after 5pm

1977 DATSUN pickup Dependable 762-3515

530

Services
Offered

AlA T ENTERPRISE Ex
NEED lawns to mow Pre
cavating Dozer. backhoe, fer medium to large
lawns
trucks Levies, roads, drive- Fourth year, neat
and deways, parking lots, septic pendable 492 8568
after
tanks, foundations, base- 4pm
ments, gravel dirt, ponds
PAINTING remodeling
753-0577
deck and landscape con
Al TREE Service Stump struction
Free estimate
removal and spraying Free 436-2744
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495 PAINTING-Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates
ALPHA Builders Carpen- Small repairs
Reasonable
try, remodeling, porches, rates 753
6844
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, mainte- PLUMBING
Free estinance. etc Free estimates mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
489-2303
guaranteed 753 4200
ANTENNA repair and installation Replace or install PLUMBING repairman with
channel master antennas same day service Call
rotors and amplifiers Ran- 436-5255
dell Beasley Buchanan PROFESSIONAL
lawn
Tn 901-642-4077
care Mowing trimming,
ANY remodeling building, hauling, landscaping Rea
painting & roofing Free es- sonable rates Satisfaction
timates References guaranteed Free est.
mates 759-4440
435-4632
BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience Free estimates 753-9552 or
437-4391

495

530
Services
Offered
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Health Matters

•

Pe•loityvett:t "1r

ik

"A Tradition of Care Spanning More Than 80
Years",
. 60 years. dedicated
• 1.1...rray -Calloway County
i•s. nurses, managers.
=.•'ati-.e and clerical staff
pat,ent, as the focus of
aye been committed to
._.sta lisease
Our daily
•- nt e theme 'A Tradition
• tnis year's National
states Hospital

A central outpatient registration area is
conveniently located just beyond the
emergency service entrance off Eighth Street
The 216-bed hospital is dedicated to
bringing you and your family good health
through professional services and modem
facilities
The medical staff has grov.n to 52
physicians representing 26 medical specialties
This growth has brought an even broader range
of sophisticated medical skills to our area.
The hospital board of commissioners
and administration assures the community that
only qualified physicians receive priyileges to
practice medicine through Murray -Calloway
County Hospital. The hospital is proud that 60
percent of its physicians are board certified and
many others are in the process of obta:ning
their certification Also, an astounding 14
percent were also chief residents during their
medical training.
The physicians on the staff are
continually ready to provide medical care for
major and minor symptoms and disease.
Our comprehensive services. facilities.
physicians, employees and
volunteers are a source of great
pride to us.- says hospital
administrator. Stuart Poston
- We ye firmly
established a
tradition of

•
.k,eek provides
•
ss the country -- like
.flt, Hospital -- an
t the rev. programs and
'-ase the quality of
• tn the community
-_,unty Hospital is a
emodeling efforts.
and expansion of
ai Arts Building
the major
ts sv.itched
e•-• sen,ices
•uh.ty
asier for
the

healing, hope and caring. Whenever you
are in
need of medical care, rely on the quality.
compassionate and professional healthcare

Services and Facilities
Murray-Calloway County Hospital provides these
professional
services and modern facilities with the latestin
medic
al
technology
enhanced by a wide variety ofsupport groups and
educational classes.
Admitting
Express Registration Card
Miracle Moments Prepayment Plan
Ambulance Service
Blood Bank
Body Composition Analysis
Rod Cues
Cardiac Catheterization
Cardiac Rehabilitation
Cardiovascular Testing
Computerized Electrocardiography(EKG)
Hotter Monitoring
Echocardiography
Doppler Scan
Treadmill Stress Testing
Chemotherapy
CPR Classes
Critical Care Unit
Diabetic Education
Electroencephalography (EEG)
Emergency Services
Physician on duty 24-hours-a-day
Health Express Mobile ('nit
Home Health Service
Hospice
Laboratory-Pathology
Lifeline
Long Term Care
Mammography
Medical Arts Pharmacy
Medical Explorer Post
- . Medical Health
Sciences
Library
„' I •

t Grqup
.• e. Medications'

Health
press.re
e='•
and
:estops :.,• -;
•
Or",
presc•
`"":/7 !tie- c'•,s
.'. or
scree-e:
years
The:-.:..estero,
fool '35! •••ater cini„ `..-/ 6
"3
tnt :"3";'e s $10
thglyceride scree-7 -;
••:;s
#357 • .sae' ciy/ tr 14'
70..,!"5
;are .s $10 To ha..e bor•7
screengs. the charge s
S".5
A Stoo; For OCtJt Bi000
-;
K.! gs aiso avarlabie 'or $4 Ti's
screenhng detects r,Tood in the stoc:
These screenings are offered to
detect disease in its earliest stages
when there are no symptoms If „•5::
are experiencing simptorns
should see ,our '/S Sian

t Group
y.--- essc• at MSU
EcJcatior
"37
.

Group

Room
• - ".F2 7c..239
for the Mentally Ill
ni of Serious

•,,

- wanc./ 1:/ nc.; Room
43•3 251'8
• •
Laryngecforme Support Group
Fr.aay. May 1 r
4 "Jr,
ng Room
-/ Hopkins

•••• -

,• •

• 1.

Wednesday. May /
Camden
"
Thursday May 2
Murray
Pigg
.
8-" 30 a 7
•
.
Monday. May 6
Gilbertsville
Ken Bar Hr
9-noon &'-2 30
Tuesday. May 7
Dublin
Chaott•:- s Grocery
9-11 a 7
Thomasville
Bigg s Market
12 30-2 30 pm
Wednesday. May 8
Henry. TN
City rial
9-11 am
Puryear
Ming Mart
12 30-2 30 pm
Thursday. May 9
Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
8-1130am
1230-3 P rn

Alzheimer's Disease Information
Eaucaltonal Meeting
Tuesday May 14
•
J.•/ - •
'•
Se-vices Director
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday,May 28
4:30 p.m
Hospital Board Room
Go':ac' C.,1-Cy Rag-Aale.(502) 762-1100
.jo•et'a Raroolor.(502) 753-5561.
Parkinson's Support Group
Friday,May 24
1:30 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Cai Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist. or
Ann Ingle, R.N at 1502)762-1100
Compassionate Friends
Thursday,fiflay 23
7:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
r,-;n•ar.:.(-Aro, Perlow, MSN,(502) 762-1425
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'2 3:-2 S.Monday. May 20
Murray
2•Ls.'
- s 2" e.,
Tuesday May 21
Jones Mills
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Miracle Moments

Community

Midway
W.senart Croce-,
1233-3 p m
Wednesday. May 22
Dukedom
Randy s Auto Pal's
9-11 a fp
Thursday( May 23
Aurora
Ken take State Par.
9-11 30 a m &1230230m
Tuesday, May 28
Coldwater
Church of Christ
9-11 am
Farmington
First National Bank
12 30-230 P rn
Wednesday, May 29
Dratlenville
Bonanza
9-11 30 a m &1230230pm
Thursday, May 30
Murray
Court Square
8-11 30 r & 1230-3 p rr

•
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Mental HealthCare Unit
Medical Insurance Billing Service
Miracle Moments Maternity Care
After-Baby Fitness
Cesarean Birth Class
Grandparenting Class
Maternity Care Newsletter
Maternity Unit Tour
Parenting Class
Prepared Childbirth Class
Prepayment Plan
Refresher Class
Sibling Class
Super Sitters Seminar
Neurology Outpatient Clinic
Nutrition Counseling
Oncology Outpatient Clinic
Outpatient Surgery Center
Patient Education
Pediatric Care
Pharmacy
Physical Therapy
Poison Control Center
Pulmonary Rehabilitation
Radiation Therapy
Radiology (X-ray)
C.T. Scanning
Magnetic Resonance Imaging(MRI)
Nuclear Medicine
Ultrasound
Respiratory Care
Smoking Cessation Class
Social Work Services
Speakers Bureau
Support Groups
Alzheimer's Disease Support Group
Bereavement Support Group
Cancer Support Group
Cardiac Support Group
Diabetics Taking Control
Laryngectomee Support Group
Parkinson's Disease Support Group
Stroke Support Group

Surgery and Recovery
Operating Room
Cystology Root
Laser Room
Volunteer Programs
Adult Volunteers
Teenage Volunteers
Weight Managetneni Programs
Lighter Living
Nutrition For Life
Weight Control For Life!
Women's Health Services
BodyCues
Mammography Screening
Miracle Moments Maternity Care
Osteoporosis Screening
Women's Suites

'2
Thursday. May 16
Benton
c
.0/-"
Aurora

.

`21:`
••,

Wednesday. May 15
Kirksey
1"
Ste ha

•.d

.

• 1:1*-,••-•:di

Tuesday. May 14
Big Sandy
se•

•

•

•

•s ••„
•

Monday May 13
Murray
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A
Week
ofThanks
For A
Lifetime
Of

rld Support

1 (1.

you've come to expect from Murray Callowa
y
County Hospital
not just during hospital week
but throughout the year

s
•

.•

Weight Control Programs
Weight Control For Lae!
rp than 30 pounds to lose.
Lighter Living
--iess than 30 pounds to rose
Nutition For Cote
--children s weight management
Prenatal Nutrition
counseling for expectant mothers
Post-Parturn Weight Loss
--losing that baby fat
For a tree, personal consultation and more
informabon about our adjustable pncing plan
call (502) 762-1533 today

Fresh Start
Cessation Program
Must attend all four classes
4:45 - 6:15 p.m.
Monday May 6 & Wednesday, May 8
Monday May 13 and Wednesday May 15
All Classes Held In The Hospital Board Room
To Pre register. call Kathie Pierce
(502) 762-1384
Pree Smoking
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Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the peni LIU/
lasses li_sted below Pre registration i.s required for ,ill
classes and fees may be paid at the firlsi
ss
These cla sses are par'//fa gift pac kaye lued at ocer
5200 which is giceri IC. Miracle ,Mornents Prt,payment
Man panicipant.s.
If you. would like to rei.eite this caluable gift package
and beCorne a prepayment parfilipant, slop by the
hospital admitting office for comPlete details about the
program.
If you are not a ,Mirac le N/oments Prepayment
participant, you are still Li:elcome to attend the .1..-tsses at
the k•es listed
For class information and pre-registration. call the
Pen natal Education Coordinator at
(502) 762-1385.
Pm -register for:
*Prepared Childbirth Class I. 535I
Option I ,%londag 5, April 29. May6. 1 31,20
Option 2 Thursdays.,klay2. 9. 16623
79p inHospital Education Unit
•Cesarean Birth Class: Wed..May /5. 9p.m (5/5/
*Parenting Class: Wed.,Junel9626, 7 9p m. t$10)
*Sibling Class: Sat, May 11. 10-11 a.m.(Free)
*Refresher!: Mon..May 6613. 7 9pm(S10)
*Refresher!! Thurs..May 96 16, 1 9pm r S10)
•Post-Partum Exercise Class ($17)
(Call(502)762 113910 schedule)
•Prenatal Nutrition (510)
•Post-Partum Weight Loss Class (515)
Six weeksaller you'ce had your baby or
after you ve stopped breast feeding. you
can safely begin the three week post
part urn weight loss class' Theclass is
taught by registered dietitians at the
hospital. Call(502)762-1533 to schedule.
*Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour (Free)
*Miracle Moments Newsletter (Free)
*Miracle Moments Booklet (Free)
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